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Abstract 
 

This thesis examines the regulations governing Private Security Companies (PSC) in the anti-

piracy fight. With pirates originating from Somalia expanding their operational field to cover 

an immense area reaching over the Indian Ocean, Gulf of Aden and into the Arabian Sea, 

PSCs has become an important deterrent actor safeguarding vessels in pirate prone areas. 

With PSCs being a relatively new actor within the modern day anti-piracy fight, the thesis 

seeks to get an understanding of the new legal field surrounding their presence. The 

significant of studying PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is rooted in the current lack of substantive 

and systematic information embracing their presence. The result is a knowledge gap which 

needs to be addressed. The aim of this thesis is therefore to contribute to the understanding of 

how PSCs are regulated by examining the relationship between the operational field of PSCs 

and the regulations governing their actions. In order to bridge an understanding of the 

relationship between PSCs and their regulations, the principal agent-theory has been applied. 

Drawing on insights from the principal-agent theory helps highlight regulative aspects 

demonstrating an effective relationship between PSCs and the regulations governing their 

actions. As the findings reveal, there are currently weaknesses within the regulations 

governance over PSCs. One factor is rooted in the current knowledge gap as one can argue 

that regulations have fallen victim of being made without fundamentally grasping the sector 

they intend to regulate. This has resulted in the emergence of unforeseen situations, such as 

the rise of floating armouries. Without any overriding international law governing PSCs 

presence within the anti-piracy fight the field consists of a complex system of regulations 

creating ambiguity within the field. The ambiguity is rooted in a lack of harmonization, weak 

wording, insufficient monitoring mechanisms, inconsistency within and between regulations 

as well as regulations obstructing the efficiency of PSCs mandates. With piracy being an 

international problem, the regulations governing PSCs should be dealt with accordingly. An 

international agreement can help solve the complexity hampering the current regulative field 

governing PSCs. Another solution can be to get in place a vetting system where third parties 

are introduced to the field in order to quality check that the regulations put forward are 

withheld. Hence, states can do a much better job in mitigating the flaws within the current 

regulations in order to secure a high professionalism of PSCs forthcoming presence within the 

field.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

Introduction 

Since Roman times, pirates have been condemned as “hostes humani generis”- the enemy of 

all mankind.
1
 With piracy not just a crime, but very often a violent crime, eradicating the 

presence of pirates has been of interest throughout history. In mid-2000s the seas outside the 

coast of Somalia turned into feared pirate hubs.
2
 Somali pirates did not only generate fear and 

horror along their own coastline, they stretched their operation to cover an immense area 

expanding over the Indian Ocean, Gulf of Aden and into the Arabian Sea.
3
 With 

approximately 90 percent of the world’s trade transported by sea, the need for safe and secure 

shipping lanes is of great value within today’s globalized world. Among the immense amount 

of trade transported by sea, 40 percent is passing by areas where Somali pirates operate.
4
 

These numbers indicate that in addition of generating fear and human costs, Somali pirates are 

also victimizing the regional and global economy.  

The aim of this qualitative research paper is to examine the introduction of Private Security 

Companies (PSCs)
5
 to the anti-piracy fight. Focusing on PSCs presence in the anti-piracy 

fight is of interest as they are a relatively new actor within a field dominated by naval vessels 

operating under internationally agreed missions.
6
 Another contributing factor initiating the 

focus of study was rooted in PSCs so far high success rate. Their high success rate is reflected 

in that 9 out of every 10 failed pirate attack can be linked to the deterrent role of PSCs.
7
 The 

                                                      
1
 Tullio Treves, “Piracy, Law of the Sea, and Use of Force: Developments off the Coast of Somalia”. The 

European Journal of International Law 20, no. 2 (2009):1 
2
 Jay Bahadur, The Pirates of Somalia; Inside their Hidden World, (UK: Vintage books, 2012):26-43  

3
 Foreign Affairs Committee, House Of Commons UK, Piracy of the Coast of Somalia-Tenth Report of Session 

2010-12, (London: House of Commons, 2011): 3-4 and 15. 
4
 Ibid.  

5
 This thesis will use the definition Private Security Companies (PSC) and not Private Military Companies 

(PMC). Even though their services overlap and their names are used interchangeably, the technical difference 

between the two is that PMC mainly offers military combat services, while PSC work with security related to 

commercial interests. For more info see: GSDRC, Web site, http://www.gsdrc.org/go/topic-guides/security-

sector-reform/private-military-companies (Accessed: November 10, 2013).  
6
 Small Arms Survey. “Chapter 6: Escalation at Sea: Somali Piracy and Private Security Companies,” in Small 

Arms Survey: Moving Targets, Research project by the Graduate Institute of International and Development 

studies Geneva, Switzerland, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012): 204 
7
 James Brown. “Pirates and Privateers: Managing the Indian Oceans’ Private Security Boom”. Lowy Institute 

for International Policy, http://www.lowyinstitute.org/files/brown_pirates_and_privateers_web.pdf (Accessed: 

May 01, 2013): 3 

http://www.gsdrc.org/go/topic-guides/security-sector-reform/private-military-companies
http://www.gsdrc.org/go/topic-guides/security-sector-reform/private-military-companies
http://www.lowyinstitute.org/files/brown_pirates_and_privateers_web.pdf
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combination of PSCs being a relative new actor within the field and the important role they 

have played in restraining pirate attacks evoked an interest for further examination of its 

operational arena.  

 

Why study the presence of PSC in the Somali anti-piracy fight? 

Attacks originating from Somali pirate hubs increased from 31 actual and attempted attacks in 

2007 to an overwhelming 160 in 2011.
8
 
 
The first positive shift towards an overall decrease in 

attacks from Somali pirates was seen in 2012, as the total number was reduced to 49 attacks.
9
 

So far, 2013 has seen a continuance of this positive trend, as there has only been 11 incidents 

and 2 hijackings reported within the 10 first months of 2013.
10

 The drastic decrease in pirate 

attacks, combined with the high success rate of PSCs, favors the overall interpretation of the 

important role PSCs play in the anti-piracy fight. What these statistics on the other hand does 

not reveal, but what this thesis aim to uncover, is whether the promising numbers represents a 

decrease based on a legitimate and well regulated industry or if the decline is a result of the 

illegitimate actions of “cowboy” companies. In order to secure that the successful role of 

PSCs are based on legitimate actions, it is essential that fundamental regulations controlling 

and monitoring their operations is adequately in place. The need for effective regulations 

governing the industry is not an insignificant concern, but rather an essential aspect to be 

given more attention at the international agenda.  

At present, there is no overriding international law dealing explicitly with the operational field 

of PSCs in a maritime context, meaning that the regulative responsibility is in the hand of the 

state.
11

 The outcome has been a myriad of differing regulations making the current 

operational field having been characterized as a legal mess.
12

 With a myriad of regulations 

                                                      
8
ICC International Maritime Bureau. Piracy and Armed Robbery against Ships, Annual Report 2011, ed., 

http://psm.du.edu/media/documents/industry_initiatives/industry_reports/maritime_imb_annual-report-2011.pdf 

(Accessed: April 24, 2013):5 
9
ICC International Maritime Bureau, Piracy and Armed Robbery Against Ships, Annual Report, 2012, ed,. 

http://www.crimson.eu.com/assets/2012_Annual_IMB_Piracy_Report.pdf (Accessed: May 21,2013):5 
10

 ICC Commercial Crime Center, "Piracy & Armed Robbery News & Figures,” October 22, 2013, 

http://www.icc-ccs.org/piracy-reporting-centre/piracynewsafigures (Accessed: May 01, 2013).  
11

 Even though there are various treaties and Codes of Conduct aiming at PSCs, none of these deals specifically 

with PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Example of CoC are: additional Protocol I and II to Article 47 of the Geneva 

Convention (1949), Convention for the Elimination of Mercenaries in Africa (1972), and the International 

Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries (1989) and International Code 

of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers (ICoC).  
12

 Anna Petrig. “The use of force and firearms by private maritime security companies against suspected pirates.” 

International and Comparative Law Quarterly 62, Issue 03 (2013): 667-701 

http://psm.du.edu/media/documents/industry_initiatives/industry_reports/maritime_imb_annual-report-2011.pdf
http://www.crimson.eu.com/assets/2012_Annual_IMB_Piracy_Report.pdf
file:///C:/Users/eier/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/%20&%20Armed%20Robbery%20News%20&%20Figures
http://www.icc-ccs.org/piracy-reporting-centre/piracynewsafigures
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governing the field (such as the regulations of flag state, territorial state, home state of the 

PSC etc.) this thesis will uncover how the different laws and guidelines affect the legitimacy 

and operation of the industry. With the operational arena of PSCs being located far away from 

the watchful eyes of the media and other corporate oversight mechanisms, an effective 

regulative system supporting proficient monitoring mechanisms is of special importance. 

Another factor initiating the choice of study is rooted in what can be characterized as a current 

“knowledge gap”. Today, there is a great quantity of literature embracing the role of PSCs in 

general, such as their presence in armed conflicts as Iraq and Afghanistan.
13

 Even though the 

current literature addresses topics of relevance when analyzing PSCs presence within the anti-

piracy fight, there is an additional need for literature embracing the new legal field arising 

within a maritime context. In order to effectively regulate PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, it is 

essential that one not only possess a general understanding of PSCs, but know the specific 

operational arena of concern. To grasp an understanding of the field of study, information has 

been collected through analyzing a variety of sources, attending a conference and 

interviewing people of interest. The intention of this study has been to contribute to the 

literature by raising awareness of the current regulations governing PSCs presence in the anti-

piracy fight.  

 

Research questions 

As previously mentioned, the aim of this research is embedded in the longing to grasp an 

understanding of the new legal field of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. As PSCs have been a 

successful deterrent actor, it has been of interest to examine the strength of their regulative 

arena in order to identify their operational legitimacy within the field.  

When entering the field of study, a variety of questions arose. Are PSCs efficiently 

safeguarding seafarers from Somali pirates? Under what circumstances are states allowing 

PSCs to operate in the anti-piracy fight? Are states effectively regulating and monitoring 

PSCs? Are there clear mandates on how to legally repel a pirate attack according to self-

defense? Is there any uniformity or cooperation among states when it comes to regulating and 

                                                      
13

 James Jay Carafano, Private Sector, Public Wars: Contractors in Combat-Afghanistan, Iraq and Future 

Conflicts, (USA:  Greenwood Publishing Group, 2008) and; Peter W. Singer, Corporate Warriors: the rise of the 

privatized military industry, (New York: Cornell University Press, 2008). 
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monitoring the industry?  And lastly, with piracy being an international problem occurring on 

the international arena, shouldn’t it be of universal interest that the PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight are qualified and efficiently monitored?   

While having many questions and few answers, it was made clear that the aim of the study 

had to be directed towards the most fundamental aspects related to PSCs presence in the anti-

piracy fight. Hence, in order to understand the most essential features related to the operation 

of PSCs, the attention was drawn towards examining the regulations governing their 

operational mandates. Based on the questions above, my research question is:  

How are the private security companies operating onboard vessels as protection against 

Somali pirates regulated today? And what can be done to secure the highest level of 

professionalism related to their future presence?  

 

Operationalization and clarification 

In order to answer the specific research question, operationalization and clarifications of the 

research must be made. The intention of the study has been to reveal whether the call for 

stronger and more uniform laws regulating PSCs in the anti-piracy fight can be identified.  

The research is therefore aiming at reaching an understanding of whether the current 

regulations are adequately embracing the operations of PSCs, or if there is a need of 

improvement. In order to be able to conduct the research and identify the strength and 

weaknesses of the current regulative field, a specific attention has been given to case-specific 

scenarios having emerged from the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Illustratively, a 

case-specific scenario is the rise of floating armouries
14

 which have occurred due to the 

collision between PSCs permission to carry weapons and territorial states heavy bureaucratic 

laws governing weapon carriage.
15

  

To be able to evaluate the operational mandates of PSCs, examinations of national and 

international regulations has been conducted.  The aim has been to uncover how the different 

regulations have interpreted PSCs mandates and to reach an understanding of whether there 

                                                      
14

 Avant Garde Maritime Services, Web site, http://www.artsrn.ualberta.ca/claypool/courses/art301-

2009/301%20PDF%20files/Chicago%20copy.pdf (Accessed: June 30, 2013). 
15

 Oscar Rickett, ”Piracy fears over ships laden with weapons in international waters” The Guardian, January 10, 

2013,  http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jan/10/pirate-weapons-floating-armouries (Accessed : May 21, 

2013). 

http://www.artsrn.ualberta.ca/claypool/courses/art301-2009/301%20PDF%20files/Chicago%20copy.pdf
http://www.artsrn.ualberta.ca/claypool/courses/art301-2009/301%20PDF%20files/Chicago%20copy.pdf
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jan/10/pirate-weapons-floating-armouries
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are case specific scenarios in need of further study.  The most important primary source has 

been interviews with different actors within the sector as it has provided me with in-depth 

knowledge uncovering how the current regulations governing PSCs functions in reality. 

In order to clarify what I mean when talking about pirates and PSCs, the following paragraph 

will clarify my interpretations. When talking about piracy I have applied the definition 

provided by United Nations Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), where piracy is defined as: 

(a) any illegal acts of violence or detention, or any act of depredation, 

committed for private ends by the crew or the passengers of a private 

ship or a private aircraft, and directed: 

  (i) on the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against 

persons or property on board such ship 

or aircraft; 

  (ii) against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the 

jurisdiction of any State;
16

 

 

UNCLOS’ definition of piracy has been used throughout the thesis as it is widely recognized 

within the maritime sector. Additionally, the statistics relied on within this thesis is based on 

UNCLOS definition.   

Finding a universally used definition for PSCs was trickier, as when scanning through the 

literature, a clear description was seldom provided. Within this thesis, in order to clarify what 

I mean when referring to PSCs, I have applied a definition provided by the UN Working 

Group from the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. Their definition is as follows: 

“A Private Military and/or Security Company (PMSC) is a corporate entity which provides 

on a compensatory basis military and/or security services, including investigation services, by 

physical persons and/or legal entities.”
17

  

The variety of services offered by PSCs can be divided into distinct categories. This thesis 

will build upon the categorization developed by Nis Leerskov Mathiesen, Chief Analyst at 

Risk Intelligence, who has developed three distinct categories related to the operations of 

                                                      
16

 UNCLOS, “United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,” 

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf (Accessed: May 01, 2013): 

Article 101. 
17

 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Draft International Convention  on the 

Regulation, Oversight and Monitoring of Private Military and Security Companies: Final draft for distribution, 

July 13, 2009,”  http://mgimo.ru/files/121626/draft.pdf (Accessed: August 30, 2013):6 

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf
http://mgimo.ru/files/121626/draft.pdf
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PSCs within the anti-piracy fight.
18

 These three groups are: 1) security intelligence analysis 

and risk advisory services 2) security providers (armed guards) and 3) hijack and hostage 

negotiators. While some companies work across the whole spectrum, others limit themselves 

to one or two areas. This thesis will only be concerned with the regulations governing group 

number two, namely armed security providers stationed onboard vessels. The reason for why 

the focus will be dedicated to group number two,  is because they are providing the most 

discussed and critical services provided by PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, namely armed 

protection.
19

  

 

Scope and limitations 

The aim of this research has been to examine how states regulate the operational mandates of 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Even though PSCs are used as a mean of protection in pirate 

prone areas all over the world, this thesis will be based on case studies originating from the 

east coast of Africa, namely Somali based piracy. Case studies from the east coast of Africa 

are incorporated within the thesis mainly because of PSCs successful deterrent role within the 

area.
20

 Grounded in their success, it was deemed as interesting to examine whether the 

success was built on effective and legitimate regulative mandates, or if one needs to draw 

learnings from the Somali based anti-piracy fight in order to improve PSCs legitimization in 

forthcoming operations. With narrowing down the area of focus to only undertake Somali 

based piracy, a limitation within my research is that it is context-specific; meaning that 

generalization outside the given framework lose legitimacy. A weakness within this thesis is 

therefore that it does not reveal case specific challenges emerging within the worlds numerous 

piracy prone areas. However, the decision of narrowing down the scope of study was not 

deemed as a major error. Even though case-specific case-studies are examined, one can argue 

that the major findings of this thesis reflect PSCs regulative mandates in general.  

A desired outcome initiated by different actors within the maritime sector, has been the 

creation of “soft laws” such as guidelines and codes-of-conduct (CoC) through self-

                                                      
18

 Nis Leerskov Mathiesen, “Private security companies in anti-piracy operations” Risk Intelligence Report, 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html(Accessed: August 27, 2013). 
19

Ibid. 
20

 Brown, Pirates and Privateers, 3 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
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regulation.
21

 Even though this thesis examines different international self-regulative initiatives 

and acknowledges their importance within the field, the major attention has been dedicated to 

the binding regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. The reason is embedded in 

the fact that when analyzing how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight today, it is 

the binding regulations that have a direct bearing on how they are governed.  Additionally, as 

PSCs are permitted to use lethal force according to self-defense, one can proclaim that self-

regulative initiative are inadequate as the industry needs binding laws ensuring safe use of 

arms.
22

  Even though binding regulations are in focus, this thesis acknowledges the role of 

self-regulative initiatives and how they can take part in securing the highest level of 

professionalism within the industry in forthcoming years.  

With their having been raised concerns that PSCs are causing an additional threat to innocent 

seafarers, it has been of interest to examine the truth behind the claim as it has a direct bearing 

on the quality of the regulations governing PSCs.
23

 Unfortunately, this has not been 

achievable to a satisfying degree, as gathering thorough information of specific case-studies 

was both difficult and time-consuming. This made it not possible within the scope of this 

thesis to conduct in-depth investigations providing a solid quantity of proofs. The thesis has 

therefore limited itself to only conduct one in-depth investigation of a situation taking place of 

the coast of Yemen.
24

 The lack of thorough case-studies affects the overall validity of my 

research as there are few case-studies backing up my arguments. On the other hand, available 

literature and statistics have effectively been used to fill in the missing unit.  

 

Thesis outline  

The subsequent chapter will introduce the methodological framework of this thesis. The 

chapter will put forward how information has been collected through the qualitative approach 

                                                      
21

 Examples of self-regulative initiatives are: ISO Pas 28007, SAMI, RUF (100 Series Rules), BIMCO, 

GUARDCON. See, Brown, Pirates and Privateers, 3 
22

 Lindsay Cameron.” International Humanitarian Law and the Regulation of Private Military  

Companies,” From the conference: Non-State Actors as Standard Setters: The Erosion of the Public-Private 

Divide (2007), http://www.baselgovernance.org/fileadmin/docs/pdfs/Nonstate/Cameron.pdf (Accessed: 

September 24, 2013). 
23

 BAIRD Maritime, “Illegal trawlers drive out Somali fishermen,” 

http://www.bairdmaritime.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10580:illegal-trawlers-drive-

out-somali-fishermen-&catid=115:fisheries-and-aquaculture&Itemid=210 (Accessed: November 12, 2013) and, 

IZN/ETH Zurich, “Pirates vs Private Security,” April 14, 2010, http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-

Library/Articles/Detail/?id=114981 (Accessed: November 12, 2013). 
24

 Alan Katz, ”Fighting Piracy Goes Awry With Killings of Fishermen,” Bloomberg, September 17, 2012,  

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-09-16/fighting-piracy-goes-awry-with-killings-of-fishermen.html 

(Accessed: May 01,2013). 

http://www.baselgovernance.org/fileadmin/docs/pdfs/Nonstate/Cameron.pdf
http://www.bairdmaritime.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10580:illegal-trawlers-drive-out-somali-fishermen-&catid=115:fisheries-and-aquaculture&Itemid=210
http://www.bairdmaritime.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10580:illegal-trawlers-drive-out-somali-fishermen-&catid=115:fisheries-and-aquaculture&Itemid=210
http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?id=114981
http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?id=114981
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-09-16/fighting-piracy-goes-awry-with-killings-of-fishermen.html
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of the research. Following, in chapter 3, the theoretical framework of this thesis is provided. 

The main focus within the theoretical framework is a literature review determining what can 

be argued to be a current knowledge gap when it comes to the literature embracing PSCs. The 

chapter continues by introducing principal-agent theory as it creates a foundation for further 

analysis. Drawing on insights form the principal-agent theory will help highlight various 

regulative aspects related to the relationship between PSC and the regulations governing 

them. In chapter 4, the reader will be presented to the maritime industries self-regulative 

initiatives. This chapter will demonstrate the role the self-regulative initiatives have in relation 

to the binding regulations governing PSCs.  Chapter 5 will examine how the regional states in 

the pirate prone areas have responded and regulated the presence of PSCs. Here topics related 

to the right of innocent passage, floating armories and UNCLOS will be analyzed. Chapter 6 

will dig deeper into the legal use of force in regards to self-defense. The chapter will embrace 

aspects related to how states have approached the legal use of force within their own 

regulations.  Chapter 7 will look at how PSCs are monitored within the sector. Efficient 

mechanism of monitoring is of importance as it embraces the transparency and legitimacy of 

the industry. Chapter 8 will provide a discussion of the findings of this thesis, before the 

whole thesis and its findings is summed up in the final chapter embracing the concluding 

remarks.  
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Chapter 2: Methodological Framework 
 

 

Research Design 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the current regulations governing PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight. With PSCs being introduced as a protective lethal mean against pirates, 

understanding the regulations governing their operational mandates is of interest. This is of 

significance as on one hand, PSCs are a highly successful deterrent actor, while on the other 

hand, the regulations governing their operations is accused of being a legal mess.
25

 In order to 

effectively examine the regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, case specific 

scenarios have been incorporated throughout the study. Due to a scarcity of data and literature 

related to the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, exploratory research was conducted to 

begin with. After having got a hold of the various aspects related to the private security 

industry in general and within the anti-piracy fight, the focus was directed towards 

interpreting the regulations governing PSCs operational mandates. In line with narrowing 

down the area of focus, the research turned into holding an investigative approach.  

In order to answer the research question, information has been collected through literature 

reviews, interviews and by attending a conference arranged by the Norwegian Hull Club 

(Norwegian insurance company) where topics of interest were discussed. By using more than 

one method of data collection, a triangulation of results was achieved. Triangulation helps 

increase the credibility and validity of the study as it provides the ability to cross-check 

information.
26

 In the case of this study, triangulation has been conducted by cross-checking 

the available second hand information with answers collected through interviews and 

conversations with people of interest.   

This research falls under the broader categorization of being a qualitative study.
27

  A 

qualitative study is a research strategy aimed at gathering in-depth analysis of smaller but 

focused samples, compared to a quantitative study concentrating on large sample sizes.
28

 As 

there currently is a lack of detailed information and few statistics concerning the topic of 

                                                      
25
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26
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27
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28
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interest, the material to initiate an interesting quantitative analysis was not in place. Another 

reason for why a qualitative analysis was chosen over a quantitative is rooted in the difficulty 

in finding a representable quantifiable size of informants holding the needed information in 

relation to the topic of research. According to the circumstances and research environment, it 

was deemed more efficient and trustworthy to gather information from the sources available 

and conduct in-depth interviews with people of interests.  

 

Interviews and informants  

The informants used for this thesis consist of a great variety of actors within and outside the 

maritime field.  People from maritime associations, lawyers, journalists, experts, captains and 

the Norwegian Ministries are some of the selected informants that have been interviewed. As 

the aim was to get as broad interpretation of the topic as possible, there were not many 

narrowing criteria’s (such as age, country of origin, workplace etc.) limiting the group of 

informants. The only criteria put forward when selecting informants was whether they had 

directly or indirectly worked with or embraced information concerning the presence of PSCs 

in the anti-piracy fight. When deciding not to set forth criteria’s narrowing down the group of 

informants, it was of special importance to always possess solid background information of 

the informants before conducting an interview as well as when interpreting their answers. 

This was of significance in order to eliminate the chance of misinterpretations as well as to 

better understand the degree of self-interests enshrined within the answers. The answers were 

therefore always examined in relation to whether the informants had a direct or indirect 

relationship to the topic of research from an economic, social or political perspective.   

All the informants that have been contacted have for ethical and practical reasons been 

informed about the nature of the project and that it will be published. The interviews were not 

deemed as posing any threat to the safety of informants. Nevertheless, some may feel that 

their participation can have a consequence in relation to their professional acquaintances, 

therefore, the highest possible degree of anonymity was ensured throughout the research.
29

   

Even though there has been a great variety of informants interviewed for the study, there is 

one important group which I did not successfully establish contact with, namely the private 

                                                      
29
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security companies. Unfortunately this leads to a missing unit within the study. In order to 

diminish this error, I have talked to various informants who have worked closely with or 

embraced deep knowledge about PSCs. In addition, the missing unit has been compensated by 

second hand information gathered from press releases, news articles and information on 

different PSCs web-sites. Even though interviews would have been the desired option, the 

availability of sources has effectively filled in the missing element. 

All the interviews have been conducted in Norway and the majority of interviews have been 

done electronically (phone or e-mail). Even though face-to-face interviews would have been 

desirable, there were different operational aspects making it difficult within the scope of this 

thesis. One important factor was the distance between the interviewer and the interviewees.  

With informants spread all over the world, arranging personal meetings would have been both 

costly and time consuming. Another important aspect was the informants’ busy time 

schedules, which meant they preferred to take the interviews by phone or e-mail as they 

considered it to be less time-consuming.
30

 As most of the interviews were short and effective 

(between 15-40 min, 4-8 questions), the majority of informants invited me to contact them 

again when new questions arose during the work. This was an offer followed up in the 

majority of cases.  

 

Having short and concise questioners required thorough preparation time, as each questions 

had to be directly linked to the topic of concern in order to receive the needed information. 

Hence, a double-barreled question (a question asking two things) was avoided as it easily 

confuses the informant, affecting the thoroughness of the answer.
31

 The decision of having 

short and concise questionnaires has been an important feature in regards to the outcome of 

information this thesis builds on. First of all, short questionaries’ has proved to be sufficient 

as the majority of informants have responded positively to my request. Secondly, having few, 

but concise questionaries’ has also been deemed as a successes as the answers received where 

thoroughly reflecting the questions asked. With their being a current lack of information 

grasping how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight, the thoroughness of the answers 

received from informants where essential for the quality of the further research.
32
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Telephone interview  

When conducting a telephone interview there are certain issues to bear in mind. One lost 

feature when conducting a telephone interview is the interpretation of non-linguistic 

observations such as physical and facial gestures.
33

 One the other hand, the cadences of the 

voice can be a source of help when interpreting how the informant responds and reacts to the 

questions. Concerning whether the answers differ between telephone and face-to-face 

interviews, research has proven that there is no big difference. This is exemplified in a 

research conducted by Struges and Hanrahan where both face-to-face and telephone 

interviews had been piloted. The results indicated that there is no significant difference in how 

informants answer.
34

 As most of the informants had a professional and not a deep personal 

relationship to the topic of concern, the loss of interpreting body language was not deemed as 

a major obstacle to the validity of the research. 

 

E-mail interview 

A minority of the interviews was conducted through e-mail correspondence. A feature 

completely lost when using e-mail is all forms of non-linguistic features, as well as the ability 

to conduct vocal interpretations. Additionally, the loss of spontaneity can also be considered a 

limitation as the informants had time to ponder their answers before sending them.
35

 What on 

the other hand is positive with conducting e-mail interviews is that some of the informants are 

better writers than speakers. In situations where interviews have been conducted with people 

holding English as a second language, understanding written answers can in some situations 

be considered easier, as informants may e.g. hold a strong accent.
36

 Another positive aspect 

was the elimination of synchronous interview-times as it provided informants with the 

freedom to answer when they had time. In the case of this study, e-mail interviews opened up 

the door for accomplishing a richer sample of informants. 

                                                      
33
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36
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Document analysis 

Parts of my research can be classified as a desktop study, as a great amount of information 

was collected from analyzing books, reports, newspapers, online journals, official documents, 

Blogs, websites and other publications that were considered trustworthy. The majority of 

official documents researched originate from the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), 

United Nations (UN), International Maritime Bureau (IMB), International Organisation for 

Standardization (ISO) and from different national ministries.  In order to evaluate the 

trustworthiness of a document, the information given was always cross-checked with other 

sources. Cross-checking sources helped understand the authors’ level of conformability within 

the text.
 
Conformability of a text refers to the objectivity of the author when conducting a 

research.
37

 Another technique employed to increase the credibility of a source is, as 

mentioned above, discussing the same topics originating from the second hand sources with 

my informants. A methodological triangulation provides more accurate and nuanced results as 

it helps reveal biases within the different sources relied on. Triangulation does not eradicate 

all forms of bias, but it helped create awareness of their existence within the research. 

Triangulation can be divided into “within-methods” looking at internal validity within one 

type of data collection and “between-methods” grasping the external validity. The 

triangulation used within the scope of this thesis builds on “between-methods” as the 

triangulation involved contrasting different research methods.
38

  

The data/statistics of availability for this research originated mainly from the IMO, IMB, UN 

and the Lloyd’s List Intelligence (one of the biggest intelligence firms within the shipping 

sector).
39

 The inclusion of statistics within this thesis helped legitimate the point of view as it 

provided data to my descriptions. The statistical sources relied on are considered trustworthy 

as their information is the most commonly used within different media outputs, national 

documents, scholarly articles, etc. Furthermore, the data originating from these sources has 

not been produced specifically for the purpose of social research and can therefore be 

classified as a non-reactive form of information.
40

 Reactivity within research refers to how the 

outcome of a text is affected when the author or research participant knows their text will be 
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further studied.
41

 The lower the reactivity of a text is, the higher is the validity. Even though a 

text is condemned to hold a low reactivity, one should always keep in mind that authors may 

have a specific point of view that they want to get across. It is therefore always of great 

importance to reflect on the origin of the source and whether the meaning and expressions put 

forward are understood correctly. When discussing reactivity within the aim of this research it 

is significant to keep in mind PSCs ability to hold things secret. As a negative reputation 

harms the legitimacy of PSCs business, hiding information or turning information into their 

favor are important aspects to reflect upon throughout the research. 

IMBs statistics of reported pirate attacks are the datasets primarily used within this thesis. 

IMB was the first of its kind to start collecting data on pirate attacks (started 1992) and offer 

the most complete datasets today.
42

 When analyzing the datasets from IMB it was important 

to keep in mind that there has been a problem with inconsistent reporting of attacks. This is 

rooted in the challenges of coordinating the multinational nature of the shipping industry as 

well as the lack of any overriding framework and a systematic recognized reporting system.
43

 

While the bias of over-reporting can be linked to the inclusion of suspicious vessels in the 

statistics, the underreporting is grounded in the lack of reports concerning violence against 

smaller vessels and fishing boats.
44

 Consequently, it is important to remember that the 

statistics do not sincerely reflect reality as one has to recall that the total number of pirate 

attacks might be higher or lower, without knowing exactly by how much. On the other hand, 

these statistics provide an overall facet of whether there is a rise or decrease in attacks.  

The press articles posted online in newspapers, journals and on Blogs were used to remain up-

dated on the most current actions, changes and activities among pirates and PSCs. These 

sources have been of great importance as the topic of research is a currently ongoing process 

debated at the international arena. When relying on mass-media outputs for my research, 

inter-textuality is important to be aware of, in order to increase the validity of the research. 

Inter-textuality refers to the link between documents, as documents often refer to or is a 

respond to other documents.
45

 Accordingly, possessing in-depth knowledge about the 
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published documents and the link between them was vital in order to increase the validity of 

the sources relied on. Even though mass-media outputs can be argued to hold a distinct level 

of reality, they were an essential informational source in regards to the topic of research. This 

is grounded in the fact that when studying and area in transition, knowing the current changes, 

happenings and proceedings is vital for the accuracy of the findings of the study. Even though 

studying an arena in constant change is demanding as unforeseen happenings occur, the asset 

is that the outcomes of one’s research can play a contributive role for the future direction of 

the area one studies.   

There are different features one should have in mind when relying on websites as a source of 

information. Websites and specific information on websites have the tendency of appearing 

and disappearing from public access. This can have led to situations where I might have based 

my research on sources that no longer exist or are available when this paper is completed. In 

order to avoid such situations, cross-checking information has been of great importance. Not 

only does it help legitimize the information used, it also provides the ability to find sources of 

high reliability.
46

 Scott has created four criteria that should be kept in mind when assessing 

the quality of a document.  The four criteria are authenticity, credibility, representativeness 

and meaning.
 47

 Shortly summarized, authenticity refers to whether the source is reliable and 

of unquestionable origin; credibility is whether the record gives an accurate standpoint which 

is free from errors; representativeness refers to whether the evidence is typical of its kind and 

if not, what is the scope of disparity, and lastly is meaning, reflecting whether the evidence is 

clear and gives a strong significance of what the document contains.
 48

  Even though these 

criteria are broad and in some cases difficult to evaluate, they have when possible, been 

applied when assessing the quality of the documents used for this research.    

When applying Scott’s four criteria to my research in general, a special attention have been 

raised towards credibility and authenticity as I have relied on mass-media outputs. The reason 

for the concern regarding credibility and authenticity is that in some occasions there is no 

author taking responsibility for the text. Without knowing the person behind the text I could 

not determine whether the author and information given within the article hold a trustworthy 

position and provide an accurate vision. Then again, applying a triangulation increased the 

validity regarding the credibility and authenticity of the sources.  
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Case-studies 

In order to grasp a deeper understanding of the current laws and guidelines governing the 

presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, a case study approach has been included. According 

to Yin, a case study is an empirical inquiry that “investigates a contemporary phenomenon 

within its real life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 

are not clearly evident”.
49

 Adding case studies to the research of PSCs operating in the anti-

piracy fight strengthen the ability to investigate the phenomenon in its context. Accordingly, 

including case studies provides a descriptive analysis of the complexity within the current 

regulations.  

Within this thesis, the major case-study is built upon the laws and regulations of PSCs sailing 

under the flag of the USA, UK, Norway and Denmark. There are different reasons for why the 

regulations belonging to exactly these four states were examined. First of all, they were 

chosen because all of the four states have accepted the use of armed guards on board their 

vessels. Secondly, all the states have strong shipping interests, making it interesting to see 

how their interests are reflected within their regulations. Thirdly, most of the hired armed 

guards originate from the US and UK, making these states of special interest.
50

 And lastly, all 

the documents needed for the analysis of the regulations were in a language the researcher 

understood, obviating the need of a translator and eliminating the risk of misinterpretations 

due to translation difficulties.  

In addition to examining the regulations belonging to the four flag states, there has been 

conducted one in-depth study of a happening in Yemen as well as smaller case-studies related 

to current discussable actions having taken place within the anti-piracy fight. The happening 

in Yemen will be discussed in greater detail later on, but briefly explained, the case is rooted 

in a debate embracing whether a life was lost or not from shots fired from armed guards 

onboard a Norwegian tanker. With a scarcity of information available concerning the 

happening in Yemen, information has been gathered through interviews and applying for 

documents through the Norwegian “Freedom of Information Act”. Collecting information was 

time-consuming as the documents applied for took abnormal long time to achieve, as well as 

the majority of information was confidential, meaning that informants did not want to go into 

great detail. This affected the thoroughness of the information embracing the case-study. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical frameworks 
 

 

Introduction  

Before analyzing the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, the subsequent 

section will shed light on the theoretical framework in which the research question will be 

analyzed. The principal-agent theory will be applied within this thesis as it creates a 

foundation for my further analysis. This is grounded in the theory seeking to explain the 

relationship between principals and agents, reflecting the connection between PSCs and the 

regulations governing their actions. Including the insights of the principal-agent theory within 

this research will help create a platform where a fruitful discussion of the research question 

will be analyzed. Before introducing the theory of interest, a literature review will be 

included, providing the reader with an overview of the current aspects related to the regulative 

arena surrounding PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  

 

Literature review 

The increasing presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight has fostered heated discussions 

among and within maritime specialists, private security scholars and national and 

international institutions.  The current debates have been related to increased weapon use, lack 

of monitoring mechanisms, the fear of increased violence at sea, and the legal use of force 

when repelling a pirate attack.
51

 Arguably, all these concerns have one thing in common, 

namely that they see a rise when there is a lack of strong and effective regulations governing 

the operational mandates of PSCs. Ms. Patel, Chairperson of the UN Working Group on the 

use of Mercenaries, shares the concern as she has strongly called upon the international 

community to “…reach an agreement on regulations and procedures regarding the use of 
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armed personnel in the shipping industry…”
52

, cautioning that the failure to do so can lead to 

fatal consequences.   

According to Janice E. Thomson, the approach states have had towards regulating PSCs 

within the maritime sector has been inconsistent throughout history.
53

 Illustratively, until the 

nineteenth century, mercenaries (the ancestors of PSCs)
54

 had no strings attached to their use 

of violence at sea when operating outside of the contractor state’s territory. The 

transformation towards eliminating nonstate violence conducted abroad saw a rise during the 

institutionalization of sovereignty in the nineteenth-century, reflecting that no state could 

exercise sovereignty over the high sea.
55

 As the individual citizen was seen as the ostensible 

source of sovereignty, states could no longer disclaim responsibility for the violent actions 

conducted by their citizens when sailing in international waters. With states holding 

responsibility over actions conducted in foreign waters by private actors, states are in a 

position where the wrongdoing of PSCs can lead to diplomatic confrontations between states. 

Accordingly, with states bearing a responsibility over the actions of PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight, it should be of interest among states to eliminate the risk of diplomatic disputes by 

securing proficient regulations.  

In the last couple of years, topics related to the need for stronger and more uniformed 

regulations have been debated within the maritime industry, as well as among journalists and 

scholars concerned with the inclusion of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.
56

 PSCs presence in 

warfare in general has, on the other hand, faced continual attention throughout history with a 

blossom the last decade resulting from PSCs presence in Iraq and Afghanistan.
57

 The growing 

attention raised towards PSCs in warfare has increased the amount of literature discussing 

important matters related to the regulations governing PSCs. Despite the fact that there is 

extended literature related to the use of PSCs in general, one can argue that there currently is a 
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knowledge gap when it comes to writings covering the regulations of PSCs operating in the 

anti-piracy fight. The current knowledge gap is rooted in the fact that mainstream literature 

does not embrace the case-specific scenarios emerging from the introduction of PSCs in an 

anti-piracy context. Without literature embracing the case-specific scenarios, one cannot 

effectively examine how the current regulations function in practice. Additionally, the 

existing literature discussing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight has not been taken to a deeper 

level, as there are only a handful of scholarly documents addressing the regulations governing 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Consequently, one can argue that there is a current lack of 

systematic and substantive information available for the public in raising awareness of the 

problem issue.  

 

General literature embracing the regulation of PSCs  

Before digging deeper into the claim that there is a knowledge gap, it has to be acknowledged, 

that one can draw linkages between the existing literature of PSCs in general and within the 

anti-piracy fight. Singer sees the rise of the private security industry after the Cold War, as a 

result of the decreased ability of states to respond to the mounting diversity of threats.
58

 In 

resemblance to Singers statement, the anti-piracy fight can be exemplified as a threat that 

states could not protect its citizens against, as introducing PSCs was deemed as a necessary 

security measure.
59

 Illustratively, even though stats have initiated naval presence and 

international task forces within the anti-piracy fight, their security measurers did not fully 

succeed in safeguarding seafarers. This is entrenched in the vast amount of area devoted to 

each deployed naval ship. To draw a comparison, the area devoted to one naval ship can be 

associated with one police car patrolling the whole of France.
60

 The massive area dedicated 

per ship means that the naval efforts are not able to guarantee protection at all times for all 

ships sailing in the pirate prone areas. With the majority of pirate attacks not extending past15 

minutes, reaction time is an essential feature when safeguarding vessels. With PSCs being 

positioned onboard vessels, pirates face a direct deterrence which eliminates the error of 

reaction time.  Even though the majority of the big shipping nations have accepted PSCs, this 
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statement is not reminiscent to all states, as some flag states have hired out their own military 

to provide the onboard security needed when sailing in pirate prone areas.
61

 

An additional aspect Singer puts forward is that PSCs are profit driven units that neither 

operate according to goodwill nor honor.
62

 When conducting analysis on how PSCs are 

regulated within the anti-piracy fight, self-interests are important aspects to bear in mind as 

they are essential areas that the regulation’s needs to monitor. During PSCs introduction to the 

anti-piracy fight, concerns were raised in relation to the increase of violence at sea, as well as 

the fear of companies cheating and reducing their operational standards in order to increase 

profits.
63

 Self-interest is a distress to be taken serious within the anti-piracy fight, as there 

have already been raised concerns in regards to PSCs avoidance of reporting incidents in fear 

of facing prosecution.
64

 Accordingly, good monitoring mechanisms capturing the actions 

driven by purely self-interest are important regulation mechanisms that need to be in place 

when securing a legitimate industry. 

In order to effectively regulate the private security industry, Singer argues that a globalized 

responds is needed. In order to deal with the problem of insufficient regulations, he puts 

forward the idea of establishing an international regulatory task force where a body of 

international experts, as well as other stakeholders can create and lay out potential regulations, 

codes of conducts and evaluation tools.
65

 An ideal outcome would be to turn the industry into 

a sanctioned business where independent observer teams control and monitor the quality and 

operational aspects related to PSCs.
 66

 Singers emphasize on a sanctioned business is of 

interest for the further study of the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. This is 

rooted in the maritime industry having put forward different self-regulative licensing systems 

which this thesis will argue are of importance within the forthcoming regulations governing 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.
67

 These initiatives will be discussed in greater detail later on.  
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In line with Singer, Kinsey also directs an emphasis on the importance of a licensing regime 

governing the operation of PSCs. With clients lacking the essential knowledge on doing 

background checks on PSCs quality, a licensing regime helps clients make informed 

decision.
68

  Kinsey puts forward an additional regulative aspect of importance when analyzing 

the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, namely that the ultimate problem 

when establishing legal regulations is balancing the interest of the public with the commercial 

interests of PSCs. Accordingly, in order to effectively regulate the presence of PSCs, their 

business aspects needs to be respected as long as they are not violating international 

humanitarian law. Regulations not respecting the operational aim as well as the market 

dynamics of PSCs will hamper the future of the industry, as PSCs are placed in a difficult 

position where alternative solutions is sought for.
69

 With the private security industry in the 

anti-piracy fight already having sought for alternative ways of operation because of 

obstructing regulations, Kinsey’s argument raises a concern to be noticed for the further 

analysis.  

In order to avoid Kinsey’s concern of regulations not respecting the business interests of 

PSCs, one can argue that the inclusion of PSCs to the decision making process could be a 

solution. Unfortunately, such a solution can also lead to implications regarding the regulations 

governing PSCs. Accordingly, Leander emphasize that whose voice is heard plays an 

important role in regards to decision making of regulative outcomes.
70

 With PSCs having 

been introduced to take part as “specialists on violence” when discussing security politics, 

they are no longer only technical experts, but they have also become experts shaping the 

understanding of different security aspects. In addition to participating in policy making as 

“specialists on violence”, PSCs are gaining influence through other channels such as by 

lobbying and advertising their own interests.
71

 Leander’s notification raises awareness 

towards the role PSCs possess in regards to shaping their own regulations. Understanding 

PSCs ability to influence the regulative outcomes is vital for the thoroughness of the 

examination of how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight. 
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Leander additionally puts forward that the regulations governing PSCs are “fragmentary, 

contradictory and incomplete”.
72

 Resulting from stats little interest in regulating the industry, 

it is difficult to enforce the multilayered aspects needed in order to regulate PSCs operations 

at the international arena. Leander argues that with the current systems lack of international 

definitions and binding conventions, followed up with states avoidance in creating 

overzealous regulations, we are not going to be faced with regulative changes.
73

 Leander’s 

argument draws connections to up-to-date articles and publications circulated by risk 

management institutions within the anti-piracy fight, where warnings have been raised in 

relation to the lack of any international framework providing symmetry within current 

national regulations.
74

 As will be described in greater detail later on, Leander’s concern in 

regards to the vagueness within regulations is highly relevant within the anti-piracy fight, as 

the transparency of the regulations has been affected by PSCs avoidance of varies 

formalities.
75

 

When discussing the regulative environment for the private security industry in general, Sarah 

Percy disputes that the current regulative arena is operating according to a system of catching-

up instead of being at the forefront regulating the direction of the industry.
 76

 Accordingly, the 

main problem is that we are looking backwards instead of forwards when creating regulations. 

When examining the strength and scope of the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight, Percy’s warning is an aspect to be aware off.  By directing a focus towards areas in need 

of more regulations, one can avoid a regulative system which primarily responds to fatal 

incidents. Grasping the weaknesses within regulations today, can be an important mean 

helping secure the highest level of professionalism within forthcoming regulations.
77

  

In addition to the points mentioned above, one can draw similarities between PSCs in general 

and PSCs within the maritime sector when it comes to concerns related to the lack of 

transparency and accountability,
78

 human right violations
79

 and arbitrary shootings.
80

 As 
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demonstrated, one can see clear operational linkages and disputes embracing the whole 

private security industry in general. Nonetheless, one can still argue that there is a need for 

more case specific interpretations on how to regulate PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, as there 

currently is a lack of extensive and thorough interpretations of their specific operational field. 

The call for more case specific information and analysis is rooted in the fact that the 

operational arena on land and in a maritime context differs. Additionally, the introduction of 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight has triggered new scenarios which are case-specific for the anti-

piracy fight and therefore need to be dealt with accordingly.  

Even though there is a lack of literature concerning the need for stronger and more uniform 

regulations for PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, direct concerns have been expressed. Dr Caroline 

Liss emphasizes that the current regulative system “…demonstrate significant weaknesses 

and shortcomings in national and international maritime security governance”.
81

 Whereas 

Anna Petrig stress that one should remember that PSCs in the anti-piracy fight does not 

operate in a legal vacuum and that we are currently faced with “…. a scattering of 

international laws and a meshwork of domestic legal orders…” 
82

 While Percy argues that the 

current regulative environment is unequipped to deal with the emerging scenarios rising form 

the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Accordingly, she considers the current 

operational field within the anti-piracy fight as “murky to the extreme.”
83

 The different 

concerns raised by these scholars highlight the need for more in-depth studies directed 

towards the regulation of PSCs operating within the anti-piracy fight.  

 

Knowledge gap 

Determining the current knowledge gap is of importance in order to direct the focus and need 

for more thorough documents embracing the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight. Without knowing the operational arena of the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, the strength 

of the current and future regulative system is hampered. Hence, this thesis will now look 
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deeper into why one can claim that there is a knowledge gap within the literature of PSCs. 

This will help demonstrate the need of further study within the area.  

Historically, states have engaged privateers through a letter of marque to attack enemies 

during wartime. According to Kinsey’s definition, a privateer is “vessels belonging to private 

owners, and sailing under a commission of war empowering the person to whom it is granted 

to carry on all forms of hostility which is permissible at sea by the usage of war”.
 84

  Since 

hiring private actors as a means of protection at sea is an ancient phenomenon, historical 

literature discussing their operational aspects does exist. Unfortunately, the existing literature 

is of little relevance for this research, as there are great operational differences between 

privateers and today’s PSCs operating in the modern-day anti-piracy fight. What primarily 

distinguishes the two is their fundamental way of operation. For instance, privateers did not 

operate on a vessel as a protective means for the crew, but rather sailed on an armed ship, 

seizing their enemies.
85

 The privateer’s authority to seize a vessel, expected to be an enemy, is 

not an option for PSCs, as they are only allowed to operate according to the mandate of self-

defense, making seizure a forbidden action.
86

 Within the anti-piracy fight the operation of the 

privateers is more in thread with the naval forces than PSCs.
87

 Some would even argue that 

the actions of privateers is solely reflected in the actions of modern-day pirates.
88

 

Secondly, another aspect strengthening the claim of the current knowledge gap is entrenched 

in the introduction of private actors operating under stately sanctions to a field previously 

dominated by the military, operating under UN-sanctioned missions.
89

 Even though PSCs 

operating according to stately sanctions is common for PSCs in general, it is a newly 

introduced aspect within the anti-piracy fight. Therefore, although the current literature 

embraces PSCs working under stately sanctions in other contexts, there is a lack of literature 

grasping the same situation within the anti-piracy fight.  Exemplified, the anti-piracy fight is 

now faced with an operational arena where many small private entities (vessels), sailing under 

different flags, are passing through different jurisdictions while boarded with a great variety 

of armed guards operating under different regulative mandates and frameworks. The 
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described complexity of PSCs operational arena in the anti-piracy fight differs from the 

traditional mandates of PSCs.  First of all, even though PSCs work within multiple 

jurisdictions throughout the world,
90

 it has not been a common trend for PSCs to move 

through as many jurisdictions as is the case in the anti-piracy fight. Secondly, due to the 

combination of a myriad of jurisdictions and the absence of any foundational international 

law, the current system becomes rather chaotic.
91

 Illustratively, the lack of any clear structure 

regarding who holds the responsibility for a crime has already initiated discussions between 

states regarding whether a crime was conducted at the high sea or in a state’s territorial 

waters.
92

   

An additional problem rooted in the manifold of regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight, is the risk of misinterpreting one of the many mandates one is bounded under.  

As one can become liable for prosecution when operating outside ones given mandate, the 

PSCs have at all times to be fully aware of the different regulations they are bounded under 

and the various matters each regulation puts forward.
93

 Illustratively, a legally problematic 

area where PSCs have to act carefully and know the exact applicable laws governing their 

actions is when entering territorial waters with weapons. As the territorial states within the 

region where Somali pirates operate differ in how they regulate weapon carriage, PSCs have 

to be fully aware of which laws they are bound under at what time and when one jurisdiction 

ends and another begins.
94

 The current lack of uniformity within regulations, especially those 

belonging to territorial states in pirate prone areas, are generating obstacles hampering the 

effectiveness and trustworthiness of the business. Even though there is literature embracing 

the overregulation of the industry in general, there is a lack of thoroughly documents 

discussing the even greater complexity within the anti-piracy fight.
95

  

Thirdly, there are different features within the major international documents and guidelines 

which are not adequately embracing the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. This is 
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entrenched in the fact that thorough guidelines and documents, such as the Montreaux 

Document,
96

 are not embracing the case specific aspects related to PSCs presence in the anti-

piracy fight. The Montreaux document is a detailed document defining PSCs role according to 

international humanitarian law when operating in zones of conflict. The document is not 

legally binding, but it proficiently promotes that international law applies for PSCs when 

operating in an armed conflict.
97

 With the Montreaux document being concerned with PSCs 

in armed conflicts and according to International Humanitarian Law,
98

 there are missing units 

as piracy does not fall under these categories.
99

 Although the Montreux Document touches 

upon various important aspects in relations to responsibility, monitoring and securing the 

highest level of professionalism of PSCs, there is nevertheless a need for more case specific 

documents dealing explicitly with the presence of PSCs onboard vessels in the anti-piracy 

fight.  

Caroline Holmquist, researcher at Stockholm International Peace Research Institute argues 

that the fragmented nature of the private security industry and the variety of operations and 

clients makes it unlikely that one instrument is able to capture all the different aspects.
100

 The 

fact that one instrument cannot capture the whole spectrum of PSCs operations is effectively 

demonstrated by the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. With their having been a rise of 

case-specific scenarios such as the right to innocent passage, how too legally repel a pirate 

attack, floating armoires etc. there is a need for regulations as well as literature solely dealing 

with these case-specific aspects. Fortunately, it has to be acknowledged that the maritime 

sector and international organisations has developed an increasing number of self-regulative 

guidelines dealing with PSCs presence in the anti-piracy fight the last couple of years (SAMI, 

BIMCO, IMO, RUF, ISO etc.).
101

  Even though initiatives have been launched, there is 

continuously a problem surrounding case-specific aspects. This puts forward that without 

fully understanding the root of the regulative arena of the anti-piracy fight, initiating change is 

difficult.  
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The current lack of literature discussing the case-specific aspects within the anti-piracy fight 

is hampering the understanding of the regulative field of PSCs.  In order to make strong and 

efficient regulations governing the operation of PSCs, there is a need of literature examining 

the case-specific aspects related to the anti-piracy fight. Without knowing what needs to be 

regulated, the chances of being faced with unfortunate outcomes increases. Additionally, one 

intensifies the risk of having a regulative industry which merely acts as a responds to actions, 

instead of being at the forefront guiding the direction of the industry. Consequently, with the 

myriad of PSCs operating in the anti-piracy fight not being effectively regulated, one can risk 

scenarios in line with Thomson’s warning,
102

 where illegal actions conducted by PSCs can 

lead to diplomatic confrontations between states. Such scenarios are not just a warning, as 

confrontational disputes have already been raised among states evolved around the activities 

of PSCs.
103

 

Resolutely, as pointed out, the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is a new legal field, 

reflecting the need of further study. Following, the subsequent section will introduce the 

theory of interest, namely principal-agent theory. With it being noted that there is a lack of 

litterateur embracing how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight, principal-agent 

theory is an effective instrument bridging the understanding of the relationship between PSCs 

and the regulations governing them. 

 

Principal-agent theory  

With PSCs being a relatively new phenomenon in the modern day anti-piracy fight, one can 

argue that there currently is a gap between the adoption of policies and how it functions in 

reality. In order to effectively understand and fill this gap, the principal-agent theory will be 

applied. Principal-agent theory is an effective tool bridging an understanding between PSCs 

and the regulations governing them. When adapting principal-agent theory to the topic of this 

thesis, it is important to make clear what is meant by “principality” and “agency”. Within this 

thesis, what categorizes a principal is the binding legal authority the principal exert in the 

relationship with the agent. This can be through a contract, license, regulations etc. 

Accordingly, the principal within this thesis resembles institutions such as legislatures and the 

policymaking part of governments, vessel companies as well as big international 
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organisations. The agents on the other hand are the once the principal aims at controlling, 

namely the PSCs.
104

  

Principal-agent theory originates from economics where it seeks to explain the relationship 

between the seller (principal) and buyer (agent). Both are assumed to be rational actors, acting 

according to self-interests. The relationship between the principal and agent is therefore 

grounded in maximizing one’s own interests instead of focusing on mutual beneficial 

outcomes.
105

 The self-interests of the different actors make the theory of special interest when 

analyzing how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight. Through examining the 

different interests at stake, one grasps an understanding of how each actor influence the 

relationship and which mechanisms they use in order to improve their own outcomes.  

When applying the principal-agent theory to the understanding of the regulations governing 

PSC in the anti-piracy fight, there are different aspects to be aware of. Ideally, the principal-

agent theory is based on a hierarchic system where the principal delegates authority over the 

agent.  While this is the ultimate outcome, is it not always the reality as agents will always try 

to maximize their own interests. A mechanism the agent has to increase its power position is 

to hide information from the principal. By creating an information asymmetry, the agent will 

increase their bargaining power providing them with a comparative advantage over the 

principal.
106

 When an information asymmetry has paved the way for agents, one can risk 

situations where the equation is turned around and agents are operating according to private 

interests instead of in line with the principals’ desires. In order to effectively understand the 

regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, awareness regarding PSCs ability to 

put forward their own desires is an important aspect to have in mind. 

According to Eisenhardt, there are two major problems within the principal-agent 

relationship. These two problems are 1) that the desires and goals of the principal and agent 

are conflicting and 2) that it is difficult or expensive for the principal to control the actions of 
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the agents.
107

 Both these concerns are important to keep in mind when reaching an 

understanding of how PSCs within the anti-piracy fight are regulated.  First of all, conflicting 

interest is likely to emerge as states focus on security, while PSCs are concerned with 

economic gains. With PSCs being market driven actors, it is of interest to grasp an 

understanding of how these interests combines with the regulations aim at providing security 

for seafarers.  Secondly, understanding states ability to monitor PSCs in the anti-piracy fight 

raises an extra notice due to their operational arena.  Not only is the operation of PSC in the 

anti-piracy fight situated far away from the principal, it is additionally in an environment 

where there are few oversight mechanisms observing their activity. The location of PSCs in 

the anti-piracy fight therefore generates extra implications for the principals’ possibility to 

monitor the agent.  

 

The fear of agents shirking  

An important paradox within the principal-agent theory is how the principal can be sure that 

the agent is not shirking. According to Feaver, shirking is how the agents’ behavior differs 

from the functional and relational goals made by the principal.
108

 Fever explains functional 

goals as; the agent’s behavior in relation to what is demanded from the principal, if the agent 

is working to its full capacity and whether the agent holds the right component to conduct the 

mission. The relational goals are linked to areas of critical decision-making such as whether it 

is the principal who makes the policy decisions; whether the principals decisions are 

functional; does the principal control which decisions are open for the agent and lastly, 

whether the agent abstain from any behavior weakening the principal’s authority. 
109

 If the 

agent is acting fully to the functional and relational goals, it is not shirking. On the other hand, 

if the agent does not comply with one or more of the goals, the agent is shirking.
110

  

With the private security industry already being faced with a negative reputation from their 

presence in conflict areas,
111

 it is of interest to see whether the international community has 

learned from previous mistakes by eliminating the chances of shirking within the anti-piracy 
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fight. If principals are not affectively regulating the agents, the maritime industry will be 

faced with a situation where the principals can become dependent on the agent. The outcome 

will then be an industry governed by the market and economic interests of PSCs. With PSCs 

being introduced to the anti-piracy fight because of their needed deterrent role, it is 

unfortunate if the economic aspects overrule the security aim of their presence. 

The two main dilemmas related to the fear of shirking are adverse selection and moral 

hazards.
112

 Adverse selection implies that the principal can never be sure of the capabilities 

and qualification of the agent. This is rooted in agents’ ability to misrepresent themselves 

when signing a contract.
 
Moral hazards on the other hand, refers to the activities of the agent 

after the contract is signed, implying that one can never be sure whether the agent is working 

or slacking.
 113 

 The best way to avoid shirking according to Feaver, is through efficient 

systems of monitoring and punishment.
114

 Monitoring is best achieved through contract 

incentives, institutional checks, police patrols and screening. Consequently, controlling the 

agent is not a straight forward process as the agent will always initiate actions weakening the 

principals’ ability to monitor. This can effectively be done by establishing the previously 

mentioned information asymmetry. As the agents possess information about themselves and 

their operation, they can regain power by holding certain facts for themselves. By creating an 

information asymmetry, the agent will increase their bargaining power providing them with a 

comparative advantage over the principal.
115

 What becomes problematic in situations where 

there is a lack of efficient monitoring mechanisms is agents’ ability to pursue their own 

institutional interest instead of operating according to the specificity of the principal.  

In regards to punishing, mechanisms such as material disincentives, losing the right for future 

contracts and prosecutions will hinder the agent from acting according to their own 

interests.
116

 Within the anti-piracy fight, there have already been distressed difficulties in 

observing whether an agent is shirking. James Brown, Military fellow from the Lowy Institute 

for International Policy has, among others, raised serious concerns in relation to the quality of 

contractors by emphasizing that among the PSCs operating in the anti-piracy fight there 

currently is “significant competence and quality variations…across the spectrum of 
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contractors.”
 117

 Caroline Liss, prolongs the argument by stressing the current lack of 

transparency and public oversight of the business.
118

 The fear of adverse selection and moral 

hazards are therefore two important aspects to bear in mind within the forthcoming analysis of 

the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  

 

Multiple principals  

When applying the principal-agent theory to the understanding of the regulations governing 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, it is of importance to recognize that the arena consist of multiple 

principals governing the agents. Within a multidimensional relationship the role of the agent 

becomes more dynamic and strategic. Instead of being in a position where they either respond 

or reject the outcomes of the principals, the agents can set the multiple principals up against 

each other in order to increase their own interests.
119

 Accordingly, with PSCs operating in the 

anti-piracy fight being bounded under more than one principal, they can turn the multiple 

principals into their favor by enlarging their freedom of operation. The possibility of PSCs to 

adopt the different principals into their own favor is an unfortunate outcome for the overall 

regulation of the industry. Strong and effective principals governing the operational mandates 

of PSCs is of specific importance within the anti-piracy fight as their operational mandate is 

grounded in the permission to use lethal force when deterring a pirate attack in self-defense.  

Without effective principals governing the operation of PSCs, illegitimate use of lethal force 

has a room of maneuver.  

Accordingly, in order to avoid implications when being faced with multiple principals, it is 

significant that each contract between the agents and the principal is strong and indicate the 

principal’s hierarchic position. The best way to secure that agents act with conformity to the 

principals regulations is, according to Jan Støber, secured when the following essential 

conditions are in place: (1) Functional legal institutions creating binding rules and norms; (2) 

Effective markets with competition; (3) the contracts are specific and fixed and (4) there 
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exists a functioning monitoring system.
120

 When examining how PSCs are regulated within 

the anti-piracy fight, understanding PSCs flexibility to maneuver within the multiple 

principals is an essential aspect. Støbers’ conditions for an effective principal-agent 

relationship can therefore be a useful tool within the further analysis of the thesis.    
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Chapter 4: PSCs and “soft laws” 

 
 

Introduction  

As revealed in the previous chapter, one can argue that there is a need of more systematic and 

substantive information embracing the regulations governing the presence of PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight.  Hence, the current knowledge gap is a concern to be taken serious, as when 

regulating PSCs, awareness regarding their manifold operational aspects is essential. In order 

to effectively examine how PSCs are regulated within anti-piracy fight, this chapter will 

embrace how the maritime industry has responded to the presence of PSCs. In order to 

achieve a thorough set of analysis, it is important to include the different actors’ influencing 

the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.    

In contrast to the lack of any overriding international law, the maritime industry has 

developed more than a handful of non-binding guidelines aiming at regulating different 

aspects related to PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  With a great spectrum of self-regulative 

initiatives, this thesis will only include the “soft laws” which is considered to have an 

influential role on the regulations governing PSCs. Influential, is in this sense interpreted as 

“soft laws” that are either broadly recognized by the maritime actors or plays an influential 

role directly or indirectly within the binding-regulations. Even though the ultimate outcome is 

a set of binding regulations effectively regulating PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, one cannot 

forget to shed light on the different “soft laws” within the industry as they play an important 

role in raising awareness as well as initiating regulative change. The relevance of the maritime 

sectors “soft laws” increase in significance as the current binding regulations has been 

characterized as “murky to the extreme”.
121

 Accordingly, the self-regulative initiatives can be 

an important instrument in regards to initiating stronger binding-regulations. 

 

The self-regulative initiatives to be highlighted are the ones belonging to the International 

Maritime Organisation (IMO), International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) and the 

Rules for the use of Force (RUF).  While the IMO guidelines have already played a vital role 

within the current binding regulations, the RUF and ISO standards are newly launched. The 
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reason why RUF and the ISO standards are included within this thesis is grounded in the fact 

that in addition of having received international recognition, their operational aim embraces 

vital aspects in need of improvement within the current regulative arena. Accordingly, the 

RUF and ISO standards can be of significance in order to secure the highest level of 

professionalism related to PSCs continues presence within the anti-piracy fight.   

 

The International Maritime Organisation 

IMO’s slogan at the Wold Maritime Day in 2011, “Piracy - IMO orchestrating the 

response”
122

 precisely and accurately describes IMO’s role within the regulation of PSCs. The 

slogan is descriptive as IMO elaborates a minimum set of recommendations without 

confronting legally binding agreements regulating the sector. The guidelines developed by 

IMO fall under the categorization of “soft laws” as they are not enforceable but rather an 

instrument to soften the industry.
123

 Acknowledging that there are many actors to address 

when introducing PSCs to the anti-piracy fight, IMO has created guidelines therein, targeting 

flag states, coastal states, PSCs and ship owners. Even though IMO’s guidelines are a step in 

the right direction, they are in need of further improvement as their thoroughness and strength 

is not a satisfactory regulative contribution in the long run.  

What makes the IMO guidelines of special interest within this thesis it that they have a 

reciprocal relationship with flag states’ regulations. This is exemplified by the guidelines 

repeatedly confirming that PSCs must always respect and operate according to national 

regulations, whiles the guidelines on the other hand, are acknowledged within states’ 

regulations.
124

 Accordingly, the reciprocal relationship between IMO and national regulations 

puts IMO in an important influential position, where their guidelines can, if used to its’ fully, 

be a vital counterpart when strengthening and harmonizing the policies and laws governing 

PSCs operation at the national and international level. Therefore, even though the IMO 

guidelines are “soft laws”, they are in a position where their guidelines can have an important 

impact on how PSCs are regulated.  
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The IMO regulations MSC.1/Circ.1443
125

 directed towards PSCs operating at ships in the 

anti-piracy fight are by far the most thorough set of guidelines, as they provide specific 

requirements within a great variety of aspects such as operational competencies, training, 

command and control. The same can be said about the guidelines MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev2
126

 

dealing with the ship owners, ship operators and shipmasters, as they also provides a detailed 

set of operational recommendations. With states getting inspiration from the IMO guidelines 

when making their own regulations, the thoroughness and clear operational recommendations 

within the IMOs guidelines is of importance as it is an influential manual widely used.  

In contrast, the guidelines aiming at flag states are in need of improvement as they do not 

provide any concise or clear set of recommendations. It is unfortunate that the guidelines for 

the flag states are weak, as flag states are one of the central actors implementing the 

regulation’s governing PSCs. Instead of providing a set of recommendations with sufficient 

and detailed procedures on what and to which degree different aspects should be regulated, 

the guidelines rather urges states to establish a “policy which may include, inter alia”:
127

  

 the minimum criteria or minimum requirements with which PCASP
128

 should 

comply 

 a process for authorizing the use of PCASP which have been found to meet 

minimum requirements for ships flying its flag 

 a process by which shipowners, ship operators or shipping companies may be 

authorized to use PCASP
129

  

First of all, using words such as “may include” makes the document lose strength and 

influence as it clearly puts foreword that states are free to interpret the recommendations 

according to what favors them. Even though the guidelines correctly mention that states 

possess the power to both accept and determine the lawful and appropriate actions 

determining PSCs way of operation, it should be recognized that strong guidelines can help 

guide states into a manner of improving the current regulative system. With flag states 

referring directly to as well as uses the IMO guidelines as a manual when making their own 

regulations, the wording of the IMO guidelines is a vital aspect in regards to how PSCs are 
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regulated within the anti-piracy fight. Putting forward a clear and concise voice within the 

IMO guidelines helps set an adequate standard for how flag states should proceed within their 

own regulations.  

Secondly, the guidelines emphasize different minimum aspects that should be adopted, 

without giving any clear interpretation to what these requirements should entail. Even though 

the IMO guidelines mentions that flag states regulation’s governing PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight should have “direct reference to national legislations regarding carriage of firearms, 

the category assigned PSCs and the relationship between the master and PSCs;”
130

 it does not 

put forward what these requirements should enquire in order to effectively regulate the PSCs. 

Without putting forward what can be considered to be a minimum within the different 

contexts, the guidelines are not to its fully ensuring that the regulations governing PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight are holding the standards needed in order to adequately regulate their 

operations.  

Not only could a set of detailed guidelines regarding PSCs recommended mandates improve 

the strength of current regulations, it could also be an important mean in order to reach more 

harmonization between states regulations. With flag states holding the chief role concerning 

determining the operational procedures of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, the IMO guidelines 

should target the role of the flag state and their regulations more precisely and thoroughly.  

Even though one are not allowed under international law to force upon states to accept 

international guidelines, stronger wording and more precise recommendations in the IMO 

guidelines is an important indirect source strengthening the current regulative arena governing 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. An improvement within the content of IMOs regulations is 

therefore a vital step in order to secure a higher level of professionalism within the future 

regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. 

In a United Nations Security Council Report made by the UN Monitoring Group on Somalia 

and Eritrea, IMO was recognized for their efforts in producing guidelines and 

recommendations. However, the report raised a concern that “the expansion of PMC activities 

has outpaced these tentative regulatory efforts, and although guidance and recommendations 

have led to some improvement, their armed operations remain unmonitored and largely 

unregulated.”
131

 With IMO being an important arena when it comes to discussing ships safety 
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and issues related to piracy, it can also be an important contributor initiating forums and 

working groups discussing improvements of the current regulations governing the PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight. Coming together and making guidelines with more concise and direct 

wording would diminish the chance of states interpreting the guidelines differently, initiating 

a more harmonized and legitimized set of regulations controlling the actions of PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight. As piracy as well as the security industry being dynamic, one has to act 

accordingly. IMO therefore needs to grasp their influential role by securing that their input 

into the system backs up a future structure where all their guidelines adequately and 

effectively influence the binding regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  

 

International Organisation for Standardisation  

In December 2012 the International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) submitted a set of 

guidelines named ISO/PAS 28007:2012
132

 dedicated to “Private Maritime Security 

Companies (PMSC) providing privately contracted armed security personnel (PCASP) on 

board ships.”
133

 The guidelines saw daylight as a response to IMO’s call for stronger 

regulations of the private security industry in the anti-piracy fight and the need to steer away 

from the current practices related to self-regulation and self-certification. With ISO holding a 

position as the world’s largest developer of voluntary international standards created through 

global consensus, they were entrusted by the IMO to fulfill their appeal for stronger 

regulations within the field.
134

 The IMO Secretary-General, Koji Sekimizu, welcomed the 

completed work of ISO and recognized their “contribution to the development of international 

minimum standards for the shipboard deployment of armed security guards which will be 

particularly useful to flag States...”
135

 The overall aim of the newly developed ISO standards 

is to strengthen the guarantee that PSCs operating in the anti-piracy fight are responsible, 

professional and effective actors.
136

 Putting in place a system which can secure a high level of 
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professionalism among PSCs operating within the sector is an important contributing factor 

strengthening the adequacy of how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight. 

The ISO standard is a thorough document covering crucial information for both the work and 

procedures of PSCs and vessels seeking protection. The guidelines address a variety of topics 

such as resilience, communication, training and awareness.
137

 The document has, among 

others, been endorsed by Interpol, the European commission and the Contact Group 

established by the UN Security Council Resolution 1851.
138

 With an international acceptance, 

the ISO standards aims at ensuring that the same high standards of certification will be upheld 

among the majority of countries permitting the use of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. So far, the 

guidelines have been welcomed to various degrees with currently 10 states having decided to 

include the ISO standards in their national legislative requirements.
139

 Even though states 

pursues the right to define their own legislative requirements, Robin Townsend, project leader 

of the ISO standards, did not find this problematic as he believe that in the future “The 

standard sets the correct international level of needing to identify all the legal requirements 

including any additional ones of flag states, transit states and domicile states,”.
140

 

The ISO standards are of importance when analyzing the second part of my research question, 

regarding what can be done to secure the highest level of professionalism related to the future 

presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Even though the ISO guideline does not directly 

address stats regulations, it is, as Townsend confirmed, an important contribution as it 

provides a risk based quality system which can help set a proficient uniformed quality level 

for companies operating in the anti-piracy fight. What is of special importance with the ISO 

standards, is that the ISOs system of certification helps lift the professionalism and legitimacy 

of the industry as unprofessional and irrespective “cowboy” companies are outcompeted.
141

 

Accordingly, when PSCs have managed to fulfill the requirements of the ISO standards they 

can demonstrate a high level of professionalism and prove to ship-owners their compliance 

with the requirements conducted in the guidelines. The ISO standard is therefore an essential 

regulative aspect currently missing within the binding-regulations. Including stricter systems 

of monitoring the quality of PSCs is a vital aspect increasing the validity of the current 
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binding-regulations. A positive remark is that important assessment companies such as the 

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (LRQA) and the specialist risk and management 

consultancy, Integrated Risk & Security Solutions (IRSS) have gladly welcomed the 

regulations and have announced an upcoming collaborative approach helping companies meet 

the requirements.
142

  

The ISO standard is not the only self-regulative initiative putting forward a certification 

system ensuring the quality of PSCs within the maritime industry. Another self-regulative 

initiative of importance is put forward by the Security Association for the Maritime Industry 

(SAMI). In 2012 SAMI developed an accreditation system for private maritime security 

providers.
143

 The accreditation system is a 3 stage process of thorough checks and onsite 

visits. In addition to the program being managed by SAMI, a third part, named the National 

Security Inspectorate (NSI), participates in the accreditation process. In addition to the 

accreditation system belonging to SAMI and the ISO, the Norwegian Hull club and 

Norwegian War Risk Association have developed a vetting system named Safegage.
144

  When 

looking at the different vetting systems initiated by different actors within the maritime sector, 

one can stress the maritime industries appeal of getting in place a vetting system within the 

anti-piracy fight. Accordingly, the maritime industries call for stronger quality checks of 

PSCs operating in the anti-piracy fight is a call to be taken serious in order to improve the 

highest level of professionalism within forthcoming regulations.  

 

Rules for the use of Force 

Although there is uniformity within the binding-regulations regarding PSCs permission to use 

force according to self-defense, there is a lack of harmonization in regards to how one may act 

according to self-defense. In order to deal with the complexity regarding the use of force in an 

anti-piracy context, there has been developed a non-binding set of Rules for the Use of Force 
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(RUF), named the 100 series rules.
145

 The RUF aims at alleviating uncertainty and provides a 

clear set of legal rules regarding how to lawfully repel a pirate attack with lethal means.
146

  

The RUF is designed for the worldwide use of PSCs in a maritime context and sets a standard 

for circumstances under which the use of force may be used in accordance to self-defense. 

The document is made in order to help a great variety of actors as its aim is to benefit 

shipmaster, ship owner, insurer, underwriters, PSCs and interested third parties.
147

 The 

objective of the RUF is twofold as it intends to provide guidance as to how to act with a 

gradual response to a pirate attack and how to reduce the risk of potential criminal charges 

related to illegal use of force. The aim of the RUF is an important mean which needs to be 

incorporated better within the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. With PSCs 

holding the permission to use lethal force in self-defense, it is important that states adequately 

regulate how PSCs may use force.  

The RUF can be an important tool in order to secure that the regulative mandates governing 

the operation of PSCs holds a universal set of minimum standards regarding the use of force. 

In contrast to the IMO guidelines being criticized for not adequately embracing what 

“minimum” is, the thoroughness of the RUF clearly puts forth a minimum set of standards 

adequately embracing the needed requirements. The thoroughness of the RUF is reflected in 

them only putting forward four concise rules with explanatory remarks; 1) the master should 

always be warned before the PSCs attend to use force, 2) non-kinetic warnings may be used 

where there is reason to believe a vessel is having a threatening behavior, 3) warning shots 

may be used when there is reason to believe that a warning shot can prevent an attack and 4) 

when an attack is imminent, reasonable and necessary use of force may be used in self-

defense.
148

 These four concise rules and their explanatory remarks are important “soft laws” 

which can be a vital tool harmonizing what state initiate as minimum standards within their 

own regulations. If widely incorporated, RUF can be a significant instrument securing that 

PSCs use of force is adequately regulated and that their mandates hold a high level of 

professionalism in the future.  

Even though aim of the 100 Series Rules can be argued to be exactly what the industry needs, 

it is problematic that the RUF is a self-regulative initiative, and not a binding convention. 
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Accordingly, the RUF is therefore only applicable as long as states agree and create their 

regulations according to it. With the RUF embracing aspects which states have already 

touched upon to various degrees within their own binding-regulations, the RUF might be 

deemed as unnecessary as it is already regulated within flag states regulations. This is 

unfortunate as the quality of how states regulate the rules for the use of force within their own 

regulations differs in quality. Consequently, without states welcoming the RUF, there will be 

an unfortunate continuality of the lack of inconsistency among regulations in regards to the 

use of force. Even though the aim of the RUF is vital in order to secure that PSCs are 

adequately regulated within the anti-piracy fight, the strength of the RUF in its current form is 

mainly dependent on states welcoming it within their own binding-regulations.  
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Chapter 5: PSCs and regional states regulations 
 

 

Introduction 

As previously mentioned, the introduction of PSCs to the anti-piracy fight can be deemed as a 

positive contribution. First of all, they have been a successful deterrent actor, exemplified by 

their so far high success rate. Additionally, the presence of PSCs have made the journey less 

excruciating and stressful for both crewmembers, as well as for their families waiting back 

home.
149

 But even though the PSCs have played a contributing role, it is important to make 

sure that their success is based on legitimate actions. With the previous chapter looking at 

important self-regulative initiatives which can have an influential say on how PSCs are 

regulated, this chapter will embrace the binding regulations directly regulating the operation 

of PSCs. As this chapter and the forthcoming chapters will reveal, the presence of PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight is not a one-sided cheerful story, as humbling scenarios affecting the 

legitimacy and efficiency of the industry has emerged. The unfortunate scenarios are a result 

of the introduction of PSCs to an arena where fundamental regulative aspects were not 

adequately in place at a national, regional and global level. With the presence of PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight creating new juridical implications, it is essential to grasp an understanding 

of the current regulative arena in order to secure the legitimacy of the business in the future. 

As the aim of this thesis is to examine how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight, it 

is essential to grasp an understanding of the correlation between the regulations and the once 

they intend to regulate, namely PSCs. This chapter will therefore provide the reader with a 

deeper understanding of one of the many scenarios and debates having found a breeding 

ground within the anti-piracy fight, namely how the territorial states have responded to the 

presence of PSCs. Territorial states are an important regulative principal in relation to the 

operation of PSCs. This is grounded in the laws of territorial states being applicable for PSCs 

when entering into a state’s territorial waters.  

As a start, this chapter will introduce the core aspects related to the relationship between PSCs 

and how territorial states have responded to their increasing presence in the region. Following, 

a case specific scenario that has emerged as a result from territorial states unwelcoming 
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regulations, namely floating armouries, will be presented. After having presented the floating 

armouries and their role and implications in the anti-piracy fight, the United Nations 

Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and how it deals with the right of innocent 

passage in territorial waters will be presented.  With UNCLOS being the only international 

convention dealing with the right of innocent passage, it can, if used to its fullest, play a vital 

role in regards to putting in place an international convention eradicating the current 

troublesome relationship between PSCs operational mandates and the regulations belonging 

to territorial states.  Putting in place an international agreement within UNCLOS can be an 

important measure securing a higher legitimacy of the industry within future operations.  

 

PSCs and the right to innocent passage within territorial sea 

A new debate originating from the increased presence of PSCs within the anti-piracy fight is 

the interpretation of whether or not PSCs infringes on ship’s right to innocent passage when 

entering territorial sea. Why there has been a rise in vessels carrying armed guards in other 

states territorial sea, is mainly rooted in areas condemned as High Risk Areas
150

 also covering 

national waters. With vessels deeming it as essential to sail with PSCs in High Risk Areas, 

questions related to the right of innocent passage and whether coastal states can prohibit the 

right of innocent-passage are inquiries of great importance when analyzing how PSCs are 

regulated within the anti-piracy fight.  First of all, when entering territorial sea, the laws of the 

territorial states have to be respected. Exemplified, if the territorial states prohibit guns, PSCs 

are not allowed to enter into the territorial sea with guns. The contradicting laws between flag 

states and territorial states can therefore generate a “legal” headache for the operational 

mandates of PSCs. Secondly, the “legal” headache has a say for the efficiency and legitimacy 

of PSCs operation as heavy bureaucratic and unwelcoming laws hampers the effectiveness of 

PSCs operations. 

The current laws obstructing PSCs passage through territorial sea falls within what Kinsey 

warns as the ultimate problem when making legal regulations, namely balancing the interests 

of the public with the commercial interests of PSCs.
 151

  As will be demonstrated, the 

regulations put forward by territorial states clearly determines that they have not paid respect 
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to the operational interest of PSCs. Kinsey continues arguing that without balancing the 

interests of PSCs within regulations, the sector will be faced with unfortunate outcomes 

hampering the effectiveness of the industry as PSCs will seek alternative ways of operation.
152

 

This is also an outcome of relevance within the anti-piracy fight, as floating armouries have 

emerged as a response to the unwelcoming regulations of territorial states.
153

 With territorial 

states regulations being an essential mean when analyzing the regulative field of PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight, the following section will shed light on the important relationship between 

innocent passage, PSCs and states regulations.    

IMO puts forward in their guidelines that states neighboring the Indian Ocean, Gulf of Aden 

and the Arabian Sea should put in place relevant policies which “facilitate the movement of 

PSC and their firearms and security-related equipment”.
154

 So far, as is soon to be 

demonstrated, the majority of regulations originating from coastal states within piracy-prone 

areas have not followed IMO’s encouragement, but rather established heavy bureaucratic and 

unwelcoming laws. As in relations to the points made above, these unwelcoming regulations 

are currently an obstacle within how PSCs are regulated in the anti-piracy fight as they 

hamper the operational mandate of the industry. An example of unwelcoming laws is 

reflected in Yemen and Saudi Arabia having fully banned the carriage of armed PSCs when 

sailing in their territorial waters.
155

 Other states one the other hand have not fully banned the 

right to innocent passage, but rather created strict laws hampering the efficiency of the 

business.
156

   

Resulting from the current manifold of regulations dealing both with the right of innocent 

passage as well as with embarkation and disembarkation, vessels have to be fully updated at 

all times as to which laws are applicable and what they entail. Illustratively, in some 

jurisdictions, carrying arms can be considered smuggling, while in other places one are 

allowed to hold arms when entering a port but not when disembarking.
157

 In addition, states 

also vary greatly when it comes to requirements in relation to the storage, reporting and types 
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of arms on can hold.
158

 In the Seychelles for example, the police come onboard and lock the 

armory, while in Mauritius the weapons must be taken off the ship and stored with the 

police.
159

 Therefore, PSCs have to be at the forefront at all times, fully updated on which 

jurisdiction they are entering and what their regulations entail, as well as when they exit, 

which are the next applicable laws in line. The major problem with how territorial states have 

responded to the increasing presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is not entrenched in 

states prohibiting PSCs in general, but that they have established strict laws regarding their 

most important mean of protection, namely arms. With PSCs being faced with various heavy 

and unwelcoming bureaucratic laws restricting the carriage of arms, knowing once 

operational mandate and how to act, can turn into a legal minefield.
160

  

The unwelcoming and diversifying regulations from territorial states have not generated an 

effectively regulated industry, but rather initiated illegitimate ways of dealing with the 

problems. Consequently, in order to avoid the different state’s myriad of cumbersome and 

heavy bureaucratic procedures, a growing practice among the PSCs has been to throw 

weapons overboard before entering territorial sea.
161

 Richard Skinner, the director of the PSC 

Orchid Group, confirms that companies are throwing their weapons overboard on a daily 

basis. Skinner followed up by saying "I suspect there are literally thousands of semi-

automatic and automatic weapons down there at the bottom of the Red Sea for fish to swim 

around."
162

 Unfortunately, throwing weapons overboard is not the only scenario having 

emerged as a result of the cumbersome regional regulations governing the operation of PSCs 

in the anti-piracy fight. Another illustrative example is the increasing presence of depot ships, 

such as floating armouries. With PSCs looking for alternative ways of operation in order to 

avoid territorial states bureaucratic regulations, one can argue that, the current regulation 

needs to be modernized in order to effectively regulate and embrace the presence of PSCs 

within the anti-piracy fight in a sufficient and sustainable manner.
163
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Floating armouries  

A concrete outcome of the unwelcoming regulations originating from territorial states is a 

phenomenon known as floating armouries. Even though floating armouries are playing an 

increasing role within the anti-piracy fight, few people are aware of their existence as they 

have received little publicity outside the shipping industry’s inner circles. Concisely 

explained, floating armouries are boats where PSCs can store their arms when sailing from the 

high sea and into territorial waters. At present, there is a great spectrum regarding the quality 

of the floating armouries as well as who’s in charge.
164

 Some are governed by states while 

others are under the control of private companies. Currently there are approximately 20 ships 

operating as floating armouries, stocking rifles, small arms, ammunition, body armour, night 

vision goggles, etc., belonging to PSCs.
165

  Floating armouries are included within this thesis 

as it demonstrates that the current regulations have not balanced the interests of  PSCs within 

their regulations as new operational maneuvers have been sought for. Additional, the floating 

armouries reveals that the current regulations are not effectively governing the operation of 

PSCs as they have the possibility to shirk and put forward alternative ways of operation.  

Even though floating armouries have been a positive contribution eliminating questions 

regarding innocent-passage, their presence is also of a worrying character initiating concerns 

and debates among experts within the field. The major debates are related to their legal status 

and the lack of laws controlling their way of operation.
166

 According to a UN Security 

Council Report, the currently unregulated floating armouries will be “…posing additional 

legal and security challenges for all parties involved”.
167

 Mr. Askins, a prominent lawyer 

within the maritime security sector criticizes the floating armouries further, naming them a 

“real mess” which the international community does not know how to handle.
168

 As floating 

armouries are situated on the high sea, the jurisdiction of the flag of the vessel governs.  With 

few, if any, states having regulations dealing explicitly with the use of floating armouries, the 
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current operation is said to be a “legal grey area” where international regulations are highly 

needed.
169

  

The emergence of floating armouries is a direct consequence of the lack of international 

cooperation and agreements when it comes to national, regional and international regulations 

governing the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Resulting from there not having been 

in place fundamental regulations effectively governing the role and function of PSCs from the 

start, alternative operational scenarios have emerged. The presence of floating armouries is a 

clear example of Percy’s warning about an industry where regulations are created as a 

respond to action instead of being at the forefront guiding the industry.
170

 With floating 

armouries being characterized as a “legal grey area” emerging out of PSCs own interests, it 

demonstrates that PSCs have established their own direction of the industry which now needs 

to be addressed and regulated. Hence, the emergence of floating armouries clearly determines 

that the current regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, is not efficient.  

Accordingly, there is a need to streamline the regulations governing the operation of PSCs 

better, in order to eliminate the possibility to find alternative operational ways.  

Britain, one of the leading nations within the maritime security industry, has taken the 

emergence of floating armouries seriously by addressing complexity of their jurisdictional and 

security challenges.
171

 While the UK has been strict and demanded that companies need to 

obtain licenses before using floating armouries (up to 50 licenses have been given out so 

far),
172

 New Zealand has given them out more freely. Mr Crook, leader of a private security 

company registered in New Zealand sees floating armouries as the best thing that has 

happened to the industry.  He argues that “Due to the many countries and jurisdictions we 

deal with, and the multitude of differing rules and regulations we face — not to mention the 

changes to those rules and regulations at the drop of a hat — at least with the floating 

armouries we find generally a consistency in service and operational regulations,”.
173

 Mr. 

Crook’s statements grasp the complexity of the current problem issue. While he pays tribute 

to the rise of floating armouries, he also acknowledges that the problem is rooted within the 
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multitude of regulations hampering the business. Seeking alternative ways of operation to 

avoid dealing with the root of the problem is not a long lasting solution if the sector wants a 

legitimate industry.  

Adjoa Anyimadu, a piracy expert at the British Think Tank Chatham House argues that the 

root of the problem with the regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is that 

legislations have "simply not kept pace with the rapid growth of the maritime private security 

industry,”
174

 leading to unfortunate outcomes, such as floating armouries. Demonstratively, 

the rise of floating armouries is a clear signal that the current myriad of regulations governing 

the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is not sufficient in its current form. While territorial states 

need to create more welcoming laws enshrining the operational interests of PSCs, flag states 

need to ensure through efficient monitoring mechanism that the PSCs hired does not pose a 

threat to a state when entering their territorial sea. An option for the future, which is now to be 

analyzed, is to reach a universal agreement through an international institution. The rest of 

this chapter will therefore analyze the role of UNCLOS
175

 and the link between the right of 

innocent passage and PSCs.  

  

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea  

Currently, there is no international law dealing explicitly with the presence of PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight, meaning that there is no international law clearly stating whether or not 

PSCs working under a mandate of protecting vessels against pirates should be provided or 

condemned with the right of innocent passage. Had there on the other hand been in place a set 

of international agreed laws determining PSCs right of innocent passage, the current 

complexity within how states respond to the presence of PSCs within territorial sea could be 

eliminated. Additionally, problems related to alternative ways of operation, such as floating 

armories would be abolished. Including UNCLOS within this thesis helps raise an 

understanding of the room of maneuver when it comes to putting in place international 

regulations related to PSCs operation in the anti-piracy fight. In order to secure the highest 

level of professionalism in regards to PSCs future presence within the field, establishing a set 

of internationally agreed laws is a desired outcome. Establishing universal laws will help 
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eliminate regulations not adequately regulating PSCs, as well as it will eradicate the current 

complexity among the various regulative principals.  

The lack of any international law controlling the actions of PSCs does not mean that the 

world’s oceans are an unregulated field where one can do as one like. The majority of laws 

overruling the maritime sector are embodied in UNCLOS.
176

  Unfortunately, there are 

limitations within UNCLOS when adapting it to the right of innocent passage for armed 

PSCs. As will soon be displayed, UNCLOS can be interpreted as both providing PSCs with 

the right of innocent passage, as well as providing states with the right to condemn the right of 

innocent passage. With UNCLOS already embracing questions related to the right of innocent 

passage, it can be considered as an important arena where one can reach universal agreements 

eradicating the current regulative problems governing the relations between PSCs and 

territorial states regulations. The following discussion of how PSCs are interpreted within 

UNCLOS provides an understanding of the future possibility of regulating PSCs right to 

innocent passage through a set of universally agreed laws.  

According to UNCLOS, every ship holds the right of innocent passage when sailing in 

territorial sea. The innocent passage includes traversing the territorial sea without entering 

into a state’s internal waters.
177

 Innocent passage is defined by UNCLOS as all actions that 

cannot be deemed as prejudicial to the “peace, god order and security of the costal state”.
178

 

When interpreting UNCLOS’ definition of innocent passage, one can argue that vessels 

boarded with PSCs embrace the right to innocent passage as they do not inflict the peace, 

good order or the security of coastal states. Hence, with the aim and operational mandate of 

PSCs being solely to protect against pirates under the right of self-defense, one can argue that 

PSCs operating according to their mandate should not be deemed as a threat to the coastal 

states when sailing in their territorial sea. 

This statement is backed up by Article 19(2) of UNCLOS, listing a set of activities violating 

the right of innocent passage of a vessel.
179

 When breaking the laws of innocent passage in 

territorial waters one can be diverted from the sea or taken to the port for legal proceedings. 

One of the mentioned activities infringing the innocent passage cited in article 19(2)(a) is 

“any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political 
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independence of the coastal State, or in any other manner in violation of the principals of the 

international law embodied in Charter of the United Nations”
180

. The wording in this article, 

one can argue, does not embrace the use of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. This is imbedded in 

the fact that 3-6 private security guards onboard a vessel do not pose or infringe a threat to a 

state’s sovereignty, territorial integrity, or political independence.   

Additionally, PSCs can also be exempted from violating the right of innocent passage within 

article 19(2)(b), stating that innocent passage is violated through “any exercise or practice of 

weapons of any kind”.
181

 As previously mentioned, PSCs are private actors holding the sole 

permission to act in situations of self-defense. The right to self-defense during an armed 

attack is enshrined in article 51 of the UN Charter expressing that all people have the right to 

use force when it comes to the protection of life.
182

 The reason for why one can interpret the 

use of weapons in self-defense as not falling under the categorization of article 19 (2)(b) is 

rooted in the wording of paragraphs (a) to (g) where situations affecting innocent passage can 

be condemned as hostile activities where weapons are used in an aggressive and threatening 

manner.
183

 When PSCs are using arms according to the right of self-defense, it is, if operating 

according to the law, a response to a threat and not a trigger to one. Another reason for why 

PSCs are exempted from this paragraph is rooted in the wording of  “exercise” and “practice” 

which one can condemn as being activities when drawing connections to the introductory 

sentence in article 19(2), stating that prejudicial action is linked to the “…following 

activities”.
184

As PSCs are only allowed to use weapons in self-defense and are not an 

aggressive armed force, one can conclude that they are not embraced under this paragraph 

either. 

When reading UNCLOS in relation to the above mentioned aspects, one can interpret PSCs as 

holding the right of innocent passage. UNLCOS provision of PSCs with the right of innocent 

passage can be a solution to the current problematic regulative aspects related to territorial 

states unwelcoming laws and the rise of floating armoires. But unfortunately, this is not the 

case, as UNCLOS can be considered as having a Janus face. This is rooted in UNCLOS both 

providing as well as eliminating PSCs with the right to innocent passage. With UNCLOS 

providing states with the right to condemn what they consider to be an innocent passage, 
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states have the option to legally take away a vessel’s right to innocent passage if PSCs are on 

board. The authorities of territorial states to determine the right to innocent passage is 

highlighted in article 21 (1) of UNCLOS.
185

 This article provides states with the right to make 

laws and regulations to the innocent passage in territorial sea as long as it does not violate the 

rules of UNCLOS or any other international law.  

As demonstrated, UNCLOS can be interpreted as both providing as well as eliminating PSCs 

right of innocent passage. The inconsistency within UNCLOS is the reason of why it has been 

notified within this thesis. This is grounded in the fact that UNCLOS is not strictly opposing 

the chance of reaching a universal agreement, but rather providing flexibility towards 

reaching one. This generates a hope that one can reach an international set of regulations 

improving and benefiting the whole industry in the future. The possibility of reaching a 

universal agreed standard in the future is emphasized in the same articles that provide states 

with the right to prohibit innocent passage. As article 21(1) express, states can make laws as 

long as they do not violate international regulations. This puts forward that if making 

international regulations governing the right of innocent passage for vessels boarded with 

armed PSCs, the current implications regarding innocent passage can be removed. Hence, an 

international agreed set of laws will not only harmonize and eradicate hampering regulations, 

it can also be an arena initiating international laws governing other aspects related to the 

presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Reaching an international agreed set of laws within 

UNCLOS would play an important role in securing the future professionalism and legitimacy 

of the sector.   

According to article 23 of UNCLOS, vessels boarded with nuclear and other inherently 

dangerous or noxious substances are given the permission to innocent passage in territorial 

sea.
 186

 The permission is granted as long as vessels can provide the right documentations, 

according to internationally agreed measures, as well as respect their given operational 

mandate. It can be hard to understand why states can reject vessels boarded with armed 

guards the right to innocent passage, while a vessel boarded with dangerous nuclear weapons 

is not. If it is all rooted in whether or not an internationally agreed system of monitoring is in 

place, a similar system should be transferred to the private security industry operating in the 

anti-piracy fight.  If institutional change is not initiated nationally, regionally or globally, the 

industry will continuously be faced with a complex set of regulations. Therefore, reaching an 
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international set of regulations enshrined in UNLCOS would be an important aspect towards a 

better regulated industry securing the highest level of professionalism in the future.  
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Chapter 6: PSCs and the legal use of force in 

self-defense 
 

Introduction 

With the previous chapter analyzing the relationship between PSCs and the regulations 

belonging to regional states, this chapter will shift the focus towards regulations belonging to 

flag states. Flag states are one of the major principals governing the operational mandates of 

PSCs. This is rooted in the fact that the flag of a vessel determines the jurisdictions of the 

vessel and the crew onboard.
187

 In this regards, the aim of this chapter is to embrace how flag 

states have regulated the legal use of force when preventing a pirate attack. As PSCs holds a 

permission to use lethal force according to self-defense, how states have regulated the use of 

force raises an additional interest. As force, especially lethal force, can have dreadful 

outcomes, this is an area which needs to be efficiently regulated.  This chapter will start off by 

introducing how the right to self-defense is a universally understood concept, but that states 

differ when it comes to how one may act according to self-defense. Following, in order to 

demonstrate the complexity of the current regulations, the chapter will look at how states have 

approached the legal use of force according to self-defense. The chapter will then continue 

with looking at distances at sea. Distance is an important feature in order to avoid errors in 

relation to misinterpretation of threats initiating force. Following the study of 

misinterpretations, the next topic to be analyzed is how states respond when illegitimate 

action has been conducted at sea. That illegal action is faced with prosecution is an important 

aspect in relation to the dominance regulations possess over PSCs.  

In order to effectively illustrate the complexity within how PSCs are regulated today, this 

chapter and the forthcoming chapter will include the regulations belonging to four flag states. 

The regulations belonging to the USA, UK, Norway and Denmark are implemented within 

this thesis as they provide case studies effectively illustrating and demonstrating the 

complexity within the current regulative arena. This chapter will therefore start off with a 

small introduction regarding as to why the four flag states have decided to introduce PSCs to 

the anti-piracy fight. Already in the decision making of whether or not to provide 

authorization for the operation of PSCs, states were not unanimous. 
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USA, UK, Norway and Denmark’s authorization of PSC in the anti-piracy 

fight: 

As PSCs on board vessels have to be endorsed by the flag state before they can operate 

legally, flag states pursue an important regulative power when governing the presence and 

operational mandate of PSCs.
188

 Within this thesis, the regulations belonging to the USA, UK, 

Norway and Denmark will be used in order to efficiently demonstrate the differences, 

strengths and weaknesses within the current regulations.  

The United States was the first of the four states to support the idea of using armed guards 

when sailing in pirate prone areas. With the USA having a historical relationship of hiring 

PSCs, it did not come as a surprise that they were at the forefront accepting the use of armed 

guards in 2009.
 189

 Not only did they accept the use of PSCs, they also encouraged other states 

to do the same.
190

  Two years later, the UK Prime Minister followed in the footsteps of the 

USA by recognizing the use of armed guards on merchant vessels as protection against 

pirates. In contradiction to the US guidelines restricting the operation of armed guards to High 

Risk Areas,
 191

 the UK was more careful in their approach, limiting the use of armed guards to 

situations of exceptional circumstances.
192

 What is perceived as falling under UKs 

“exceptional circumstances” are situations when (1) transiting the High Risk Area (2) all the 

BMP measures are fully followed, but one can still demonstrate the need for more protection 

and (3) the presence of armed guards reduces the risk of the lives and wellbeing of the 

crew.
193

 

As with the UK, Denmark’s government agreed in 2011 to open up for the use of armed 

guards on board merchant vessels, but the permission is limited to situations where the need 

can be considered a necessity.
 194

 Prior to the agreement, the Danish government was heavily 
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reluctant to the idea.  The hesitancy was rooted in authorizing civilian to use guns in self-

defense and the fear that introducing armed guards would escalate violence at sea.
195

 What 

made Denmark change their objection is rooted in pirates increasing their operational arena, 

making Denmark acknowledge that the navel fleets were inadequate in efficiently 

safeguarding vessels.
196

  

Like Denmark, Norway has also been holding a strong position against permitting civilians to 

use armed force in situations of self-defense.
197

 Even though Norway amended its regulation 

towards allowing armed guards in July 2011, they argued in line with Denmark that the use of 

armed security should be the last option and that the Norwegian government by no means 

encourages the use of armed guards. The acceptance of armed guards on Norwegian flagged 

vessels is merely to secure the safety of Norwegian ships and their crew when highly 

needed.
198

 

 

PSCs and self-defense  

When analyzing the current regulative field governing the operation of PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight, questions related to self-defense constitute an essential operational aspect.  As PSCs are 

defined as private actors providing one-on-one protection, they are not allowed, under 

international law, to go after or conduct offensive actions against Somali pirates.
199

 The 

reason is rooted within the laws of UNCLOS where states alone have the permission to act 

offensively. This can be read in article 100 which states that “all states shall cooperate to the 

fullest possible extent in the repression of piracy on the high seas or in any other place in the 

jurisdiction of any state”.
200

 The responsibility of states is further taken up in article 105 

reflecting that “on the high seas, or in any other place outside the jurisdiction of any State, 

every State may seize a pirate ship or aircraft, or a ship or aircraft taken by piracy and under 

the control of pirates, and arrest the persons and seize the property on board….”
201

 As PSCs 

are private actors, not operating for the state but for a vessel company, they do not hold the 
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right to conduct pirate hunting or any other form of offensive action in relation to the anti-

piracy fight.  

With it being entrenched in international law that it is only stately actors that are permitted to 

go after and seize pirates, there is little ambiguity among the various regulations that PSCs are 

only provided with the operational mandate of acting according to self-defense. On the other 

hand, an area in need for more uniform interpretation is how flag states have approached how 

one may act according to self-defense.
 202

 With self-defense being the root of the ability of 

PSCs to protect, understanding how regulations interpret the right of self-defense is of special 

importance when analyzing the regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. The 

spectrum of definitions and interpretations within the various regulations regarding when, 

how and under what circumstances one may act, creates vagueness regarding the operational 

mandate of PSCs. In order to effectively demonstrate how flag states have approached the 

right to act according to self-defense, the subsequent section will shed a light on how the 

USA, UK, Norway and Denmark have interpreted the subject within their regulations. 

How one may act according to self-defense within the US regulations is put forward in the 

Port Security Advisory (3-09).
203

 The document comments that it does not create new 

standards concerning the right to self-defense, but it rather illustrates how self-defense can be 

applied in situations of piracy. In addition to the right of self-defense, the crew on a vessel has 

the right, according to paragraph 33 U.S.C. § 383 of the US code to “… oppose and defend 

against any aggression, search, restraint, depredation, or seizure, which shall be attempted 

upon such vessel”.
204

 When operating in self-defense of oneself or others one can use all 

available means, including deadly force when it may be deemed a necessity.  

The laws belonging to the UK and Norway direct a stronger focus than the USA that force 

used according to self-defense should always be a last resort. In the UK regulations, vessels 

are allowed to use force in the purpose of self-defense when it is to protect the crew and 

hinder the boarding of a vessel. In situations where force is applied, the armed guards are 
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obliged to use the minimum amount of force necessary to protect the vessel.
205

 According to 

the Norwegian Ship and Safety Act, force may be used in situations where it is considered 

“necessary, justifiable and propionate”.
206

 The use of firearms may only be deployed in 

situations that are unavoidable and where the threat is immediate and direct. The use of force 

should be avoided whenever possible, meaning that all other types of measures should be 

deployed first.
207

 Denmark, on the other hand, provides the smallest set of regulations 

regarding self-defense. Denmark gives PSCs the right to act in self-defense, but does not 

provide a definition of self-defense in a piracy context or how to interpret a situation of self-

defense when facing a pirate attack.
208

  

As the regulations belonging to the four flag states demonstrate, there are differences with 

regards to how one may act according to self-defense. While the US guidelines permit all 

types of protection, even deadly force, the Norwegian regulations proclaim that lethal force 

may only be used when the threat is immediate and direct and when all other appropriate non-

lethal means have been deployed. What differentiates the regulations even more is that in 

addition to the US regulations being more open for the use of force, they additionally include 

a broader definition of when force can be used. This is rooted in the US guidelines putting 

forward that defense (without defining what type of defense), is even permitted in situations 

regarding restraining and searching a vessel.  

Without a universal set of minimum standards regarding how PSCs may act according to self-

defense when facing a pirate attack, states are free to set their own “minimum” standards as 

long as it is not violating international law. As demonstrated within the four regulations, this 

has resulted in state differing in how strict and thorough self-defense is embraced within the 

regulations. Among the four states evaluated, Denmark goes out as the worst case. With the 

Danish regulations not providing any specific guidelines in relation to how to act according to 

self-defense, the regulations are not effectively controlling one of the most vital aspects 

within PSCs operational mandates. What Denmark on the other hand does, is to refer to the 

various IMO circulars.
209

 However, even though IMO circulars provide various guidelines on 

how to regulate PSCs in general, they do not provide any clear definition of self-defense in a 

piracy context. 
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Even though one can argue that flag states have made regulations governing how to act 

according to self-defense, one can put forward that they are not adequately regulating PSCs 

mandates in line with self-defense. The lack of uniformity and thoroughness can impede 

operational problems today and in the future. With self-defense being a fundamental building 

block in PSCs operational mandates, not adequately embracing how to act according to self-

defense replicates further implications. This is effectively demonstrated in how one may 

follow up an action of self-defense with lethal force.  

 

PSCs and the lawful use of force  

The important deterrent role PSCs provide within the anti-piracy fight is rooted in their 

permission to use lethal force when repelling a pirate attack. Therefore, when analyzing how 

PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight, grasping an understanding of how states have 

approached the legal use of force evoked an interest. As lethal force can initiate dreadful 

outcomes, it is an area that needs to be effectively regulated. With it already having been 

made clear that there is a lack of harmonization according to how flag states interpret how to 

act according to self-defense, it is of interest to examine if the same trend is apparent within 

the legal use of force.  

With a lack of any overriding international law dealing explicitly with ones right to repel a 

pirate attack, the right to use lethal force is bound under the previously mentioned rules of 

self-defense and the defense of others. The current lack of clarity both within and between 

states in how one may act according to self-defense replicates problems for how to regulate 

the rules for the use of force. Without concretely knowing how to act according to self-

defense, initiating legitimate force becomes tricky. For example, if interpreting ones right to 

self-defense wrongly, the use of force will be illegitimate. This clearly demonstrates the 

linkage within the regulations and how one weak regulative aspect affects the overall strength 

of how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight.  The previously mentioned “soft laws” 

initiated by RUF is an important step towards eliminating the current problems related to 

regulations approach to the use of force.
210

 With the RUF putting forward a clear set of rules 

regarding how to gradually respond to a pirate attack, confusion within and between laws can 

be eliminated. But as mentioned before, the RUF is a non-binding initiative, meaning that it 

does not have the power by itself to enforce a change. Therefore, without international 
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pressure or clear set of binding-international laws grasping the importance of RUF, the 

current regulations are likely to continue within the same path,  

How to repel a pirate attack and how one may use force according to self-defense, varies 

greatly between states. This is effectively demonstrated when drawing connections between 

the regulations belonging to the USA, UK, Norway and Denmark. The US has the least strict 

interpretation when it comes to the use of force. Deadly force, according to the US guidelines, 

is legitimized in situations where it is reasonable to believe that there is an imminent danger 

of death.
211

 This implies that in situations reflecting imminent danger, PSCs are given the 

permission by law to fire directly onto an assumed pirate vessel. By using words such as 

“reasonable belief”, the law determines that situations of imminent danger require a fact-

specific inquiry where one must conduct an examination of whether the danger may cause 

great harm or injury leading to death. An imminent danger is described to include, but is not 

limited to, the aiming or firing of weapons towards a US vessel.
212

 Whether a situation is 

considered imminent or not is therefore up to the vessel’s master to conclude, as the master 

holds the command and authority over the vessel, and therefore implicitly also over the use of 

deadly force.
213

 In situations where the use of force is deemed as necessary, the crew is not 

required to retreat in order to avoid the situation.  The same refers to warning signals to 

prevent an attack, as the crew is not required to fire off warning shots before a lethal attack is 

initiated.
214

  

As with the US law concerning imminent danger, UK guidelines specify that one does not 

have to wait for the attacker to strike the first blow. In line with US’s vague definitions of 

what an imminent danger is, the UK follows up in their regulations with not giving any good 

description of what can be categorized as imminent danger.
215

 Without any clear definition, 

it’s up to oneself to evaluate what can be considered imminent. The lack of clear operational 

mandates within the US and UK regulations weakens the strength of the regulations as it 

leaves room for self-interpretations. Not only does this provide PSCs with an important power 

to self-determine their actions, but it also poses an additional threat to other seafarers as PSCs 

may authorize lethal action based on wrong interpretation. The weak wording within 

regulations can be further demonstrated in the UK regulations as they embrace that one is 
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allowed to use lethal force considered reasonable and proportionate against a crime in 

progress.
216

 Again, the wording in the document lacks a clear definition, leaving it up to the 

actor to judge what can be considered a reasonable and proportionate use of force within the 

different situations. The only restriction put forward, is that PSCs should provide a gradual 

response, which does not escalate violence.
217

 Accordingly, what is appropriate and how to 

respond gradually, is up to oneself to interpret. The lack of strict rules guiding and controlling 

the operation of PSCs negatively affects the overall interpretation of how PSCs are regulated 

within the anti-piracy fight.  

In contrast to the US and UK regulations, the Norwegian regulations demand that a suspicious 

vessel should always, if the circumstances permit, be warned by light signals and warning 

shots before one use lethal means in order to protect.
218

  Hence, if PSCs were to be bound 

under the Norwegian and UK/US regulations at once or shifting between the two, balancing 

how to act in relation to taking the first move can create legal implications. With a pirate 

attacking being a stressful scenario, having to balance ones thoughts according to imprecise 

jurisdictional mandates makes the whole situation even more demanding. Leaving PSCs with 

the job of interpreting state regulations does not increase the chance of a legitimate industry 

where PSCs fully act according to the regulations put forward. The lack of harmonization 

between and within regulations is unfortunate for an effective principal-agent relationship 

where the principal governs the actions of the agent. This is rooted in the possibility of the 

PSCs in putting the different principals up against each other in order to legitimize their own 

actions. Not only does this weaken the principals’ power to govern the agent, it additionally 

demonstrates clear weaknesses within how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight.  

As with all the other regulations, the Norwegian regulations express that PSCs are liable to 

prosecution when in operation.
219

 As the use of force according to both US, UK and 

Norwegian law is situation dependent, guards deeming a situation as in need of excessive 

force may be liable for prosecution if the state deems it as contrary to the law.
220

 If taking it to 

the extreme, PSCs misinterpreting their operational mandate, can end up in situations where 

their actions can be connected to UNCLOS’ definition of piracy; “…any illegal acts of 

violence or detention, or any act of depredation, committed for private ends by the crew or 
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the passengers of a private ship or a private aircraft….”.
221

 This strengthens the need for 

concise and clear regulations eradicating the risk of PSCs misinterpreting their mandates both 

intentionally and unintentionally. Denmark is an effective example illustrating the need for 

stronger regulations both nationally and globally. As in line with Denmark’s definition of 

self-defense, Denmark also lacks a clear set of regulations governing the right to use lethal 

force when repealing a pirate attack.
 222

  With Denmark again turning towards the IMO 

circulars and guidelines, the Danish state removes the obligation and responsibility away from 

their domain.  

Not only can one reveal from the different guidelines that there is a lack of uniformity in 

regards to the thoroughness of the regulations, but there are also variations in how the 

regulations emphasize the use of force. While the USA puts forward within their guidelines 

that deadly force may be applied,
 223

 Norway places a greater emphasis on the process 

beforehand, stating that all other types of non-lethal means should be applied first, 

illustratively by stressing the importance of warning shots.
 224

 There is a great range between 

regulation setting forward a permission to use deadly force, to regulations that don’t mention 

the word “deadly”, but rather direct the focus to the period before lethal force is initiated. 

When analyzing how the PSCs within the anti-piracy fight are regulated today, one can reveal 

that the lack of uniformity and states not articulating clear rules can have an impact on PSCs 

knowing what is expected of them when in operation.  

An overall missing aspect within the regulations in resemblance to the use of force is what to 

do when a ceasefire has ended. According to international law, as put forward in article 98 of 

UNCLOS, ships on the high seas have a duty to “render assistance” and “rescue . . . persons 

in distress.”
225

  Accordingly, if a vessel leaves a pirate skiff in distress, they can be prosecuted 

for murder. When authorizing PSCs within the anti-piracy fight, the regulations governing 

their operation should cover their whole mandate and not just focus on the aspects up to a 

ceasefire. Even though helping people in distress are the obligation of the vessel and not only 

PSCs, it is an aspect where PSC should be at the forefront as it involves security for both the 

crew members and pirates.  Although it is downplayed in international law that one has to 

assist people in distress, it is an aspect which should be clearly stated within the regulations as 
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it raises awareness as well as avoids confusions if incidents are to take place. Within the four 

regulations examined, Norway is the only state mentioning the duty to help pirates in distress 

after a ceasefire has ended.
226

 As a general rule, judging a pirate skiff in distress as a threat to 

the safety of the crew is rare.
227

  If not helping seafarers, including pirates in distress, one can 

risk being held liable for manslaughter. 

 

The use of force and distances at sea 

An important aspect related to the use force in response to self-defense is the distance 

between the victim and the attacker. Within the four regulations under investigation, only the 

Norwegian regulations include distance as a feature when interpreting whether an attack is 

imminent or not. According to the Norwegian regulations, the master is authorized to 

conclude that a pirate attack is imminent at a distance off up to 2 kilometers away from the 

vessel.
228

 When interpreting how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight, distance is 

an important aspect. This is rooted in the fact that interpreting whether a boat is boarded with 

pirates or innocent fishermen at a long distance is difficult. With only Norway integrating 

distance within their regulations, one can argue that distance is a general missing unit within 

the current regulations governing PSCs. The following section will demonstrate why distance 

is an important aspect to be included within regulations in order to secure the highest level of 

professionalism in the future.   

At a conference held by Bergen Risk Solution (19
th

 of June, 2013), Stein Are Hansen gave a 

useful descriptive insight to distances at sea. According to Hansen, a distance of 1 km 

between a vessel and a pirate skiff resembles the same dimensions as standing 16m away 

from a Lego man which is 3 cm tall sitting in a boat equivalent to its size.
229

 Through a demo 

he had made, it was impossible, even with binoculars to determine whether it was pirates or 

fishermen sitting in the boat. When drawing connections between Hansen’s example and the 

distances PSCs have reported that they have either observed or felt threatened by a vessel, one 

can argue that distance should be regulated in relation to PSCs right to self-defense.  

Exemplified in the IMBs 2012 annual report, there were reported incidents where PSCs had 
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fired at what they believed were pirates at a distance of 1 km and one nautical mile, 

equivalent to 1.8 km.
 230

 Additionally, there were numerous cases where vessels had reported 

that they felt threatened by or had observed what they believed were pirate skiffs at a range 

from 2 nautical mile and all the way up to 6 nautical miles away from the vessel.
231

 When 

drawing connections between Hansen’s demo and the distances of reported threats, one 

becomes suspicious in regards to PSCs being too hasty in determining what is a threat and 

not.
232

  

The concern that there are situations rooted in wrong interpretations that have resulted in 

excessive use of force is further strengthened through a governmental letter from India, where 

India raises a warning that there have been incidents where fishermen have been mistaken as 

pirates.
233

 According to India, the warning is rooted in the actions of fishermen being wrongly 

interpreted as threatening. Illustratively, India declares that when a vessel is sailing in the 

direction of a set of fishing nets, it is common that the fishermen raise alarm and sail towards 

the merchant ships to attract attention. The action from the fishermen can be perceived as 

hostile, resulting in a deterrent response from PSCs. Accordingly, with India raising the 

concern that innocent lives are being lost, these misinterpretations need to be effectively dealt 

with within flag states’ regulations in order to eliminate the continuation of these errors into 

the future. One can therefore argue that distance is a currently missing unit within the 

regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Including distance within the future 

regulations can thus be an important aspect towards securing a higher level of 

professionalism. 

A newly developing trend, which can be linked to PSCs misinterpretations, was revealed by 

Anders T. Løvik from the NATO Shipping Center at a conference held by the Norwegian 

Hull Club (19
th

 of June, 2013). 
234

 According to Løvik, Nato has received a growing number 

of reports of suspicious vessels the last months (up until the 19
th

 of June).
 235

 Out of the 25 last 

reported vessels, only 1 was confirmed by NATO as being a pirate skiff while the rest were 

categorized as fishing vessels. In order to ratify whether a reported vessel was boarded with 

pirates or not, NATO had deployed their own vessels as well as helicopters to investigate the 
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area of concern.
 236

 Løvik did not know what lies behind the new trend of over reporting, as 

the drastic increase in misinterpretations from PSCs is a relatively new phenomenon in the 

eyes of NATO. On the other hand, one can speculate that what NATO today concludes as a 

drastic increase in misinterpretations by PSCs, is just an increase in the awareness of PSCs 

wrongly interpreting threats. With the IMB 2012 report demonstrating that reports of 

suspicious vessels are based on long distances, one can speculate that the misinterpretations 

are not a new phenomenon, but rather something that has been present for some time.   

When assessing why there has been an increase in misinterpretations by PSCs, there are 

various factors that can have played a role in addition to the discussed features related to 

distance. First of all, it can be rooted in a lack of professionalism among the PSCs ability to 

interpret what is a threat and not. Secondly, one can take to a mean that the new rise in 

misinterpretations from PSCs is rooted in a desire from PSCs to frighten vessel companies by 

exaggerating the continuous need for armed guards. In any case, the misinterpretation needs 

to be addressed as it clearly states that the current regulations are not effectively providing 

clear lines in how to determine a threat and how to respond accordingly. States therefore need 

to grasp their important responsibility in creating regulations that eliminate all chances of 

actions being conducted on wrong interpretations. The inclusion of distance within the 

regulations can therefore be an important feature improving the level of professionalism 

within the future presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. As one can never completely 

eliminate the changes of misinterpretation taking place, states need to make sure that those 

committing a crime face prosecution for their wrongdoings. This is now to be discussed in the 

fallowing subsection.   

 

PSCs and states responsibility of prosecution 

With flag states being the sole actors permitting the role of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, they 

also have a responsibility to follow up actions where PSCs have not operated according to the 

legal use of force when repelling a pirate attack.  According to the principal-agent theory, an 

important aspect eliminating the chance of PSCs shirking is that the regulations governing 

their operations effectively monitor their business and secure that they are punished for illegal 

action. Without PSCs facing consequences for their illegitimate actions, there are no threats 

within the system hindering them from shirking. According to Feaver inadequate punishing 
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mechanism has a negative effect on the principals’ power balance over the agents.
237

 Without 

effective punishment mechanisms making PSCs face consequences for their crimes, the 

relationship between PSCs and the principals will become in favor of the PSCs. This will lead 

to an industry built upon the market interest of PSCs and not an industry governed under 

national and international regulations which ideally promotes security for all.   

Unfortunately, within the anti-piracy fight states are not withholding their responsibility to a 

satisfying degree in regards to investigating actions where PSCs have operated above their 

mandate. An incident demonstrating the lack of action is verified when drawing connections 

to a YouTube video from the Indian Ocean the 25
th

 of March 2011.
238

 In the YouTube video 

one can see a sequence of a private security team from the Trident Group boarded on a vessel 

from the Eagle Bulk, firing at what is assumed to be a pirate skiff.
239

 While the Trident Group 

argues that they acted according to the law of self-defense, others argue it to be a massive 

burst of gunfire, questioning their legitimate use of force.
240

 When watching the video, one 

can assume that the captain in one of the two skiffs is killed as the skiff crashes into the side 

of the vessel, seemingly out of control. At the end of the shooting an unknown number of 

pirates may have been killed and injured. Even though the video was released on YouTube 

and is accessible to the public, no one has taken responsibility for the actions and no 

investigation has been initiated.
241

  

The Trident Groups use of force within the YouTube video has raised attention as there seems 

to be no time between the warning shots and the shots directed straight into the pirate skiffs. 

Additionally, the shooting continues even after the shooting from the pirate skiffs has stopped. 

The excessive use of force the guards apply is argued to not have been in response to neither 

the legal use of force nor what can be categorized as self-defense. When the president of the 

Trident Group, Tom Rothrauff, was questioned about their use of force, he stated that ”…Our 

team acted with poise, and used every rule for the use of force as prescribed by the US Coast 

Guard in PSA 3-09.” 
242

 It is true that Trident Group acted in response to the US Coast Guard 
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PSA3-09, but the PSA3-09 document only provides guidelines recommending ways of 

operation which are both vague and inconsistent in their wording.  This is exemplified 

through phrasings such as “The examples provided herein are included merely to illustrate 

how the outlined principles could apply to the issue of piracy…”.
243

 The room to manipulate 

and interpret the document to fit ones case is highly possible. Fragile laws, such as the US 

Coast Guards PSA 3-09, are unfortunate for the future of the industry, as it has been 

demonstrated that weak laws make self-interpretation an important mechanism to legitimize 

ones actions. Therefore, one can argue that the major concerns within the YouTube video is 

not the discussion regarding the guards’ use of force, but that the aggressive use of force they 

apply can be legitimized within the law governing their operational mandate.  Regulations not 

fully controlling the operations of PSCs pose a risk of turning the sea into a crime scene, 

where PSCs are not just killing pirates, but also posing a threat towards other seafarers in 

general.  

Even though the YouTube video has generated debates concerning the intensive use of force, 

the case has not been taken to court. The International Association of Maritime Security 

Professionals (IAMSP) condemned the guards for using questionable use of force and started 

an investigation of the case.
244

 After collecting information, IAMSP concluded that the case 

was not to be led through an administrative investigation, but rather one to be conducted by 

the flag state. With Trident Group being registered in the US, and Eagle Bulk on the Marshall 

Islands, it would have been a case for either nation. John Ramag, chief operating officer of the 

Marshall Islands, responded when confronted about prosecution that they had no intention of 

investigating the incident further.
245

 Consequently, without their being any form of 

international pressure, there is the possibility for states to avoid taking on the responsibility of 

investigating incidents. This is unfortunate for the current regulative system governing PSCs 

in the anti-piracy fight. With states being the sole actor holding the right to follow up with a 

prosecution, both the lack of commitment from the state of concern and the lack of 

international pressure, is of a worrying character. The lack of states grasping their important 

juridical responsibility within the current regulations leaves room for the PSCs to operate as 

they want, as there are no control mechanisms governing their use of force. With lethal force 

being an important and powerful mean within the anti-piracy fight, making sure that it is 

effectively regulated and monitored is essential for the further legitimacy of the industry.  
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With the leader of the Trident Group and the operating officer of the Eagle Bulk Shipping in 

the Marshall Islands expressing that “… the video should never had become public” and “we 

are not in the business of counting injuries” one becomes suspicious about the legitimacy of 

the industry.
246

 Without the video being released, this situation would have been one of 

maybe many other unknown incidents. The word “maybe” is applied as one does not know 

the total number of pirates injured or killed in clashes with PSCs. The fear that there are many 

unknown incidents regarding reckless use of force against pirates is rooted in there not being 

in place any official reporting system determining the number of Somali pirates killed or 

injured at sea.
247

 Without concrete numbers demonstrating the abuse of force against pirates, 

there are few systems raising awareness regarding incidents of reckless us of force. Within the 

relationship between PSCs and the principals governing their actions, the lack of any efficient 

reporting system will favor the PSCs. Without incidents being reported, PSCs can create an 

information asymmetry by holding back information to the principal about what happens at 

sea. This is an unfortunate regulative aspect, as PSCs can avoid being faced with punishment 

for their actions, making the power balance in favor of PSCs. 

Through stronger and more uniform regulations one can generate a more transparent industry 

where these situations can be avoided, or in cases where violations occur, the offenders will 

face charges for their actions. Askins argues that we do not need more laws within the anti-

piracy fight, as we cannot even follow the ones already in place.
248

 What we need, on the 

other hand, is more uniform laws that clearly state and effectively control PSCs operational 

mandates. Kristina Siig, lawyer at the University of Odense in Denmark, agrees by arguing 

that the current system of manifold laws gives PSCs the ability to hide their actions behind 

different laws, affecting the power balance between the PSCs and the regulations controlling 

them.
249

 Demonstratively, the current system is in need of regulative changes in order to 

secure that the continued presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is based on legitimate 

procedures.  
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Chapter 7: Monitoring of PSCs 
 

 

Introduction 

As revealed in the previous chapters, there are different limitations within the regulations 

governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Shortly summarized, the limitations are rooted in a 

lack of harmonization, imprecise wording, lack of comprehensiveness, and a need for states to 

take on responsibility by investigating illegal actions. Building on the limitations from the 

previous chapters, the topic of this chapter, namely analyzing the industry’s monitoring 

mechanisms, increases in relevance. One can argue that through an efficient set of monitoring 

mechanisms governing the quality, operation and mandates of PSCs, the root of many of the 

mentioned regulative errors within the current regulations will dissolve. With a proficient 

system of monitoring, states can secure high operational standards as well as professionalism 

of PSCs hired within the anti-piracy fight. Hence, without a proficient system of monitoring, 

PSCs are more or less free to operate as they like, meaning that the regulations lose validity 

and ability to govern the actions of PSCs.  This chapter will examine different aspects 

demonstrating to which extent PSCs are monitored within the current regulations. This will be 

done by evaluating how the regulations are monitoring the quality of PSCs and the weapons 

in circulation. In addition, the chapter will include a case study demonstrating the current lack 

of efficient monitoring mechanisms.  

 

Monitoring of PSCs actions 

With actions at sea being placed far from the watchful eyes of the media and other corporate 

oversight mechanisms, illegal actions can easily occur without being noticed.
250

 In view of 

this, it is essential that PSCs are regulated and monitored in order to secure that only guards 

holding the needed qualifications are permitted a license to protect vessels in the anti-piracy 

fight. Otherwise, with states not taking on the responsibility of monitoring PSCs compliance 

to the given regulations, one may risk “cowboy” companies entering the field, creating more 

harm than good.  Feaver argues that the best way to avoid shirking within a principal-agent 
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relationship is to make sure that the activities of the agents are efficiently monitored.  

Monitoring is best achieved through contract incentives, institutional checks, police patrols 

and screening. Without an efficient system that monitors the actions of agents, the power 

balance between the principal and agent is affected in favor of the agents. Within the case of 

this thesis, the lack of monitoring mechanism would provide PSCs with an ability to operate 

according to what favors their market interests and not in line with the intentional security 

aspects. As previously mentioned, this will lead to a scenario where one can argue that PSCs 

are not regulated by the state, but rather by the market and their own economic interests. With 

monitoring being such an essential aspect within the principal’s governance over PSCs, it is 

vital to reach an understanding of how PSCs are monitored when examining the validity of 

the regulations governing their actions.   

One can argue that today’s regulations governing the anti-piracy fight lack adequate 

monitoring mechanisms. This has effectively been demonstrated throughout this thesis as it 

has been verified that various regulative aspects related to the use of lethal force, weapon 

carriage etc., have not been effectively met. An additional aspect, demonstrating that there 

currently are weaknesses in the monitoring mechanisms of states is verified through 

notifications of concern not only having been raised by India,
251

  but also by Oman and 

Yemen.
252

 The notification stresses the belief that there have been various incidents where the 

use of excessive force against innocent fishermen has taken place. Concerns have been raised, 

but so far, to the best of my knowledge no investigation has been revealed where PSCs are 

accused of wounding or killing innocent fishermen. On the other hand, a couple of incidents 

have been revealed where military guards, operating in line with the mandate of PSCs, are 

accused of killing peaceful seafarers. A known example is an incident were Italian military 

guards on board the Italian vessel, Enrica Lexie,
253

 are accused of killing two innocent Indian 

fishermen.
254

 The fact that prosecution has only been raised against well trained military 

personnel and not PSCs is an interesting aspect. Does it mean that PSCs have higher 

professionalism? That the concerns raised from Yemen, India and Oman only embrace 

military guards? Or, that there are many hidden numbers related to the operation of PSCs?  
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What is the truly answer is not known, but with concerns of illegal actions having been raised 

from regional states, in addition to PSCs legal use of force having been questioned, one may 

assume that there is an uncertainty regarding incidents. The fear of hidden numbers is backed 

up within the 2012 annual report of Oceans Beyond Piracy, where the problem of 

underreporting is linked to incidents being reported through internal communication channels 

and not to the public.
255

 Without states having efficient monitoring mechanisms revealing the 

transparency of the actions within the industry, the regulations governing the actions of PSCs 

lose strength.  Deprived of efficient monitoring mechanisms, states lose an important power to 

make sure that PSCs are not shirking within their principal-agent relationship.  

Of course, one cannot exclude that investigations might have been initiated which have not 

become public. However, if this is the case, it is interesting that these investigations are 

unknown, as a case of murder often is captured by the media and attracts public attention. 

Nevertheless, with no internationally initiated monitoring mechanisms of PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight, this thesis will through analyzing the regulations belonging to the USA, UK, 

Norway and Denmark, reach an understanding as to how flag states have taken on their 

important responsibility of monitoring the actions of PSCs within the anti-piracy fight. 

Without states demonstrating that they are effectively monitoring the actions of PSCs in the 

anti-piracy fight, the strength of the current regulations los legitimacy.  

 

States role in monitoring 

There are various reasons why states should take on their role and secure that the industry is 

properly regulated and monitored. An important feature is that through an effective system of 

monitoring, states can protect themselves against 1) adverse selection regarding the quality of 

PSCs and 2) moral hazards, such as agents shirking.
 256 

 Through effective regulations 

monitoring the risk of adverse selection and moral hazards, entrance of unprofessional 

companies will be reduced. This is of great importance for the legitimacy of the industry, as 

the presence of “cowboy” companies can damage the sector at both a national, regional and 

global level as they pose a threat to the safety of innocent seafarers, can create diplomatic 

confrontations and may escalate the use of violence at sea. Unfortunately, when analyzing the 

regulations belonging to the four flag states, the comparison reveals that PSCs are not 
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effectively monitored within the anti-piracy fight. PSCs freedom is rooted in states not 

initiating important regulations benefitting the monitoring of the industry. This is effectively 

demonstrated through how states have responded within their regulations in order to avoid 

adverse selection. Without putting in place effective systems securing the highest level of 

professionalism, the risk of being faced with moral hazards also increases.  As is now to be 

revealed, states are creating regulations which are gaining PSCs influence within the sector.   

Within the regulations from the four flag states, it is revealed that all the regulations set out 

requirements with regards to the qualitative aspects of PSCs. A condition that recurs within all 

the four regulations is that guards need to hold a certain level of training in relation to weapon 

carriage, weapon safety and how to use force in situations of self-defense.
257

 In addition to 

these particular similar conditions, the four regulations embrace various requirements that 

they find essential that the PSCs possess. A brief set of differing requirements within the 

regulations is for instance that the US regulation wants all the hired guards to be fluent in 

English in order to correctly understand the Vessels Security Plan (VSP).
258

 The UK puts 

forward that testimonials from previous clients are of importance.
259

 Whereas Denmark
260

 

demands a certain type of ammunition and Norway requires that all the guards hired are above 

18 years of age.
261

 

It is positive that the regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight put forward 

various criteria with regards to the quality and professionalism of the PSCs one are allowed to 

hire. On the other hand, the requirements lose significance as states are not embracing their 

current role as monitors to ensure that the requirements are withheld. This is effectively 

demonstrated within all the regulations, as states give the vessel companies the responsibility 

of hiring and assuring the quality of PSCs. Accordingly, this implies that vessel companies 

without any knowledge or experience in how to conduct background checks are in charge of 

securing that the guards they hire meet the minimum requirements put forward within the 
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regulations.  This is illustratively demonstrated within the Norwegian regulations, as the 

regulations clearly put forward that the state has no responsibility in conducting a quality 

check of the different companies and will only disqualify a team when they have information 

showing that the PSC is clearly unsuitable for the given duty.
262

  

With states clearly stating that they hold no responsibility in quality checking the companies 

hired, they are providing PSCs with an important asset within the system. This is rooted in 

PSCs’ own persuasion and marketing techniques becoming a vital aspect in regards to the 

procedures of hiring, which leads to an information asymmetry favoring the PSCs. This is 

grounded in an uneven balance between vessel companies whom are not experts at quality 

checking, while PSCs are market driven actors with knowledge in selling their own services. 

Regulations not effectively embracing the process of hiring PSCs will therefore affect the 

principal’s governance over the agent.  With adverse selection being one of two dilemmas 

increasing the chance of shirking, monitoring is an aspect that states need to adequately 

embrace in order to successfully regulate the industry.  

Another clear example demonstrating how states fail to monitor PSCs is rooted in how they 

have addressed the duration of a license a PSC may possess. While Norway only permits 

licenses of up to 6 months for guards to carry weapons,
263

 the UK is at the other end of the 

spectrum as they do not have an expiry date on their Open General Trade License, unless 

there are changes in government policies.
264

 With a non-expiring license, the state has no 

insurance that companies provided with a license hold the needed quality in forthcoming 

years. Even though it is confirmed that licenses might be liable for controls and checkups, this 

is not a routinely control, but rather a possibility one can be faced with. Therefore, after 

having obtained a license from the state, it is more or less up to the vessel companies to secure 

that the PSCs maintain their professionalism into the future. With stats not grasping the 

responsibility of quality checking PSCs, the vetting systems initiated by the ISO, SAMI and 

Norwegian Hull club and Norwegian War Risk Association increase with importance.
265

 

These systems are essential mechanisms which eliminate adverse selection and fills in the 

missing units within states regulations. Including and acknowledging these initiatives within 

states regulations is an important step towards ensuring a higher level of professionalism in 

the future regulations of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  
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Instead of passing on the responsibility to vessel companies, states needs to secure that the 

hired companies are well trained and qualified for the duty and mission they have undertaken. 

First of all, monitoring the quality of PSCs is of importance for the safety of all seafarers, and 

secondly, states cannot operate in isolation from PSCs, as they have an direct responsibility 

for actions conducted on their flagged ships. With PSCs being introduced in order to 

safeguard the sea, it is rather multifaceted that this desire is not replicated with regards to 

ensuring that PSCs are not posing new threats. As the safety of the sea is of international 

interest, ensuring regulations which sufficiently monitor PSCs should be a universally desired 

outcome.  

 

Monitoring of weapons  

When analyzing the various aspects related to how PSCs are regulated within the antipiracy 

fight; a consistently mentioned facet has been the role of firearms. Therefore, with weapons 

being such an important tool within PSCs mandate in the anti-piracy fight, it is of interest to 

examine how states monitor their presence within the current regulations. Ideally, an efficient 

set of regulations governing the role of firearms, followed by proficient monitoring 

mechanisms, could eradicate the current negative connotations between arms and the legal use 

of force. This is rooted in the fact that effective monitoring mechanisms open up awareness 

regarding illegitimate actions.  

Unfortunately, as will soon be revealed, states are not taking on their important responsibility 

to monitor the use and presence of arms in the anti-piracy fight. A good example of states not 

taking on their monitoring role is demonstrated within the US guidelines. According to US 

regulations, PSCs needs to obtain a license from the International Traffic and Arms 

Regulations (ITAR) where different requirements have to be met, such as being classified as a 

US citizen in accordance with 22 C.F.R. 120.15. 
266

 Even though the ITAR puts foreword 

various restrictions with regards to qualifications and arms one may retain, the ITAR license 

limits itself by not covering weapons bought for personal use in foreign ports and stored on 

board the vessel. The only requirement the ITAR puts forward when buying weapons abroad, 

is that if they are used, one has to be sure to act according to the laws of the applicable foreign 
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country.
267

 Without controlling the weapons obtained abroad, the regulations in their current 

form diminish the USA’s possibility to monitor the weapons in circulation. In addition to 

eradicating the ability to monitor weapons in circulation, it also obviates issues related to the 

types of weapons in circulation and how they can be obtained.  Regulations’ not monitoring 

the circulation of weapons is unfortunate for the industry. Not only does it affect the control 

of firearms PSCs possess, it additionally removes states ability to collect proof when 

investigating illegal actions. This can be exemplified through drawing linkages between the 

weapons PSCs possess and the injuries on the victim, such as whether or not the bullets 

match.   

Another illustrative example demonstrating the lack of monitoring mechanisms, originates 

from Norway’s regulations. According to Norwegian law, a vessel has to apply for a permit in 

order to legally carry arms.
268

 What is deemed as problematic is that an application can be 

sent and accepted, even though one has not documented which PSCs one will hire. 

Accordingly, a vessel can be given the right to carry arms without knowing who will use the 

arms.
269

 As the two cases demonstrate, the states’ own regulations are not fruitfully 

supporting their possibility to monitor the PSCs. Therefore, improvements are needed in order 

to enforce states to put in place regulations that effectively support their own monitoring 

mechanisms of PSCs and the weapons they possess. In order to improve the legitimacy and 

secure the highest level of professionalism of the industry in the future, it is essential that 

more focus is directed towards states making regulations supporting their ability to monitor 

PSCs.   

Efficient systems of regulations favoring the monitoring of the industry helps eradicate 

ambiguities regarding armory size and how and when arms have been used. This is of special 

importance in situations where concerns are raised regarding illegitimate actions. In this 

respect, Denmark is a good example. Even though Denmark’s regulations could be more 

specific, they have put in place mechanisms making it possible to monitor the weapons in 

circulation on board vessels. This is rooted in PSCs weapon license being only valid for 1 

year, as well as Denmark restrict the types and amount of weapons and ammunition one may 
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possess.
270

 Demonstratively, Denmark’s regulative system makes it possible for the state to at 

least monitor the amount of weapons and ammunition in circulation within the anti-piracy 

fight. Even though the regulations could be tightened in, it is a step in the right direction 

improving the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  

The rest of the chapter will now provide a descriptive insight to an incident having taken 

place in the anti-piracy fight. The case study connects to various aspects related to monitoring 

which have been touched upon within this chapter. But most of all, the case study 

demonstrates that there is a need for better monitoring and cooperation at a national, regional 

and global level regarding PSCs presence in the anti-piracy fight.  

 

The problem of a monitoring system rooted in “words against word” 

An illustrative case demonstrating the complexity within the current regulations and what can 

be argued to be a lack of monitoring is a situation that took place outside the coast of Yemen 

the 3
rd

 of August 2011.
271

  The root of the incident was that a Yemenite fisherman was 

presumably killed by Russian military guards on board a Norwegian tanker. The word 

“presumed” is applied as the case has not been up for investigation to determine whether or 

not a life was lost.
272

 Even though the case consists of military personnel instead of a PSC 

involved in the dispute, the case is of interest as it demonstrates the same problematic aspects 

related to the monitoring of PSCs within the anti-piracy fight. Additionally, the case-study is 

included within this thesis as it provides the reader with an understanding of why there might 

have been a lack of investigations responding to the previously mentioned notifications of 

concern raised by India, Yemen and Oman. 

Briefly described, the incident in Yemen is grounded in a problem of “words against words” 

and “states against states” as there is a manifold of actors and jurisdiction involved 

demonstrating the complexity of the situation. Yemen police argue that a Yemenite fisherman 

was killed on a dhow while preparing supper for the rest of the crew.
273

 The Russian military 
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who had deployed guards on the Norwegian tanker said that the military had never had any 

incidents at sea. But when asked directly about the shooting and death of the Yemenite 

fisherman, the military vice admiral replied without any further comment “I’m not sure they 

were peaceful civilians.”
274

 The owner of the Norwegian tanker from where the shooting took 

place was unaware that such an incident had taken place when confronted by a journalist from 

the news agent Bloomberg.
275

 It can be noted after having personally investigated the case 

further and gathered information from the Norwegian Ministries through the “freedom of 

information act”, that the captain of the vessel had sent a report to the Norwegian maritime 

authorities three days after the incident. Therefore, is becomes rather suspicious that the 

owner of the Norwegian Tanker did not know about the incident.
276

 One the other hand, if it is 

true that the owner did not know about the incident when Bloomberg contacted him, there is 

yet another good example of the industry being in need of better monitoring mechanism as the 

owner of a vessel company should be informed when their own ships are accused of being 

involved in deadly disputes. 

As the incident happened in international waters, it is the law of the flag states that governs.
277

 

When the fishermen returned to Yemen with the dead body, the Yemen Interior Minister 

started an investigation of the case.
278

 The result was a letter sent from Yemen to Norway, 

where Yemen requested an investigation of the death of a Yemen fisherman.
279

 Norway 

replied to Yemen by confirming that the case had been convoyed to the Norwegian police 

authority, but on the background of the information given, they had decided to not open a 

police investigation of the case.
280

 When I personally asked the Norwegian chief prosecutor in 

charge directly about why the case was not opened, the answer revealed was that according to 

the underlying circumstances it was not deemed as a case in need of further investigation.
281

 

She further specified in our correspondence that it was confirmed that warning shots were 

fired, but there is no proof clearly determining whether a life was lost or not.  When I 

interviewed Alan Katz, a journalist in Bloomberg who had been to Yemen and talked to the 

widow, witnesses and police in charge, he was sure that it was a case of murder where all 
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parts claim their innocence in order to avoid prosecution.
282

 When I confronted him as to how 

he could be so sure, he said that he found it unrealistic after having seen the police reports, the 

death certificate and talked to the widow, that the whole scenario is a plot initiated just for the 

sake of money. In either case, this whole incident, whether it was a killing or not, 

demonstrates that there are weaknesses within the regulations in regards to putting forward 

efficient monitoring mechanisms. Accordingly, within the current system, PSCs are more or 

less free to operate as they want and get away with it. This is unfortunate for the overall 

validity of the regulations governing PSCs as the chance of companies shirking increase in 

line with the lack of efficient systems of monitoring and punishment. The regulations suffer 

by not effectively controlling the action of PSCs.   

A couple of months after I had closed my investigations of the case, one of Norway’s leading 

news agents brought up the incident in an in-depth article expanding over 5 pages.
283

 The 

journalists had conducted a detailed investigation from both Yemen and Norway in order to 

get a step closer to the truth. What was of special interest within this article was a link to a 

video recorded on the Nordic tanker where shots were fired at two boats at a long distance. 

Even though there are no records stating the circumstances before the video was started, the 

shooting from the Nordic Tanker can be characterized as reckless and not according to the 

right of self-defense.
284

 This s rooted in there being no sign of aggressive maneuvers from the 

two boats before the warning shots were fired. As the use of force according to Norwegian 

law is restricted to situations where the threat is unavoidable and all other types of means 

have been deployed, the use of warning shots can be categorized as not proportionate 

according to the circumstances.
285

 What makes the video even more interesting, is that 

according to the report sent from the captain of the Nordic tanker there were fired 9 shots, 

while the video demonstrates that there were fired at least 11 shots.
286

 The reason for the 

difference in the total number of shots is according to a crewmember that the video 

demonstrates a situation which took place 2-3 hours before the presumed killing of a 

Yemenite fisherman. If this is the case, the situation becomes even more suspicious and 

confusing, as the Nordic Tanker has only sent in one report conforming the firing of shots 
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against suspicious vessels. With Norwegian flagged vessels being obliged according to 

Norwegian law to report all use of force within 72 hours to the Norwegian Maritime 

Directorate, the missing report is a violation according to Norwegian law.
287

 Therefore, 

without touching upon whether or not a person was killed, the whole incident strengthens the 

fear that the monitoring of armed guards in the anti-piracy fight is not adequately in place. 

Even though the Norwegian prosecutors deemed it a closed case, which they have the right to 

do according to Norwegian law, it is, at the same time a little suspicious that they closed the 

case before sending any representatives to Yemen to talk to the presumed victims and other 

witnesses.
288

 One can therefore speculate as to whether there are underlying reasons for why 

the case was closed without any investigation. Speculations of underlying causes can be 

rooted in 1) a prosecution being deemed as time-consuming and costly as proof is difficult to 

collect, 2) that Norway does not want to raise a trial and risk weakening their diplomatic 

relations with Russia or, 3) that Norway does not feel the responsibility to take the case 

further as they do not have any strict laws or international pressure pushing them to do so.  

The happening in Yemen is included within this thesis as it is one of few clashes between 

armed guards and seafarers which have been made known to the public. In addition to the 

case in Yemen, there is the previously named video on YouTube as well as there have been 

raised notifications of similar incidents. One example is the killing of an Indian fisherman 

outside the coast of Dubai, who was killed by bullets from the US vessel USNS 

Rappahannock.
289

 Both the US and India investigated the incidents, but as far as have been 

made known, there has been no trials. Furthermore, fishermen themselves have raised 

concerns that innocent seafarers are falling victims to PSCs reckless use of weapons at sea.
290

  

One can argue that there is a current lack of solid proofs stating PSCs involvement in 

disputes, setting forward that the regulations governing PSCs actions is proficient in its 

current form. But even though there is a lack of proofs, there is, on the other hand different 
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features put forward within the sector strengthening the believe that the sector is currently 

faced with hidden numbers regarding incidents. Primarily, the claim that there are hidden 

numbers is rooted in concerns having been raised in regards to underreporting within the 

industry.
 291

 When there in addition have been raised notifications of concern from regional 

states regarding reckless shooting as well as one can argue that the current regulations lack 

strength in its current form, one becomes suspicious. Therefore, based on the different 

findings put forward throughout this thesis, there is reason to believe that the regulations 

governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight lacks efficient monitoring systems which again makes 

it less likely that PSCs will be faced with punishment for illegal actions. Without having 

regulations effectively monitoring the actions of PSC, states los an important regulative 

feature within their relationship to PSCs.   
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Chapter 8: Options for better regulations- 

Findings and Discussion 
 

 

Introduction 

The importance of analyzing the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is backed 

up by Kristina Siig,
292

 emphasizing that we are currently faced with a new legal field in need 

of further study.
293

 The rise of the private security industry needs to be recognized as we are 

confronted with a steady shift where PSCs are progressively taking over an arena previously 

dominated by UN sanctioned vessels and national military vessels.
294

 Not only is it important 

to understand PSCs presence in the anti-piracy fight, it is also essential that their operational 

mandates are built upon legitimate commands effectively regulating and monitoring the 

industry. The need for strong and concise regulations adequately embracing PSCs presence in 

the anti-piracy fight is an essential foundational aspect when securing the legitimacy of the 

industry today and in its future operations. On this basis, the aim of this research has been to 

reach an understanding of what has been characterized as a new legal field. This has been 

done through examining how PSCs are regulated within the anti-piracy fight, and what can be 

done to secure the highest level of professionalism within future regulations. 

So far, this thesis has looked at various aspects related to the regulations governing PSCs in 

the anti-piracy fight. Some of the areas examined have been in relation to “soft laws”, 

innocent passage, floating armouries, self-defense, legal use of force, distances at sea and 

monitoring mechanisms. By conducting a study embracing the operational mandates of PSCs 

and the various jurisdictions governing their operations, the thesis has provided a 

comprehensive interpretation of the various aspects determining the relationship between 

PSCs and the regulations governing their operation.  

As has been demonstrated throughout the study, the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight are in need of improvement. This is rooted in lack of interests among states in 
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creating fundamental regulations which support as well as control the operation of PSCs. 

Accordingly, there is a need for institutional change where stronger and more uniform 

regulations are initiated at the national and international level. Hence, this chapter is dedicated 

to the discussions of the various findings made throughout the study. The discussion will 

highlight that the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight does not operate in a legal vacuum, 

indicating that they need to be dealt with accordingly.  

 

Major findings 

The relevance of analyzing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight has been recognized through the 

findings of this thesis, revealing that there are various case specific scenarios that need to be 

understood in order to effectively regulate the industry. Exemplified, these case specific 

scenarios are concerned with innocent passage, how to legally repel a pirate attack, the rise of 

floating armouries etc. These scenarios are case-specific for the anti-piracy fight, meaning 

that they are not embraced by the general literature related to PSCs.  This backs up the 

statements that even though there are various well written documents and guidelines, such as 

the Montreaux Document embracing the role of PSCs in armed conflict,
 295

 the current 

documents and guidelines do not adequately support PSCs within all the various areas of 

operation. With the Montreaux document aiming at PSC in armed conflict, case specific 

questions related to the anti-piracy fight are not encompassed. This demonstrate that there 

currently is a knowledge gap enshrining Holmquist’s statement that one regulative instrument 

are unlikely to capture the various aspects within the numerous operational arenas of PSCs.
296

 

The documented need for case-specific research, raises an alarm that more attention needs to 

be directed towards the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  With the industry 

already being faced with unexpected outcomes due to the current regulations, one has to 

secure that in the future the principals are at the forefront regulating the direction of the 

industry, and not making regulations that generate new scenarios in need of even more 

regulations. Accordingly, as in line with Percy argument, regulations should not be initiated 

as a response to PSCs actions, but rather be at the forefront guiding the direction of the 

sector.
297
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According to the principal-agent theory, multiple principals make the role of the agent more 

dynamic and strategic.  Instead of agents being in a position where they either respond or 

shirk to regulations, they are provided with the ability to put principals up against each other 

in order to increase their own dominance.
298

 Even though the multiple principals have 

provided PSCs with a room of maneuver, one can argue that the findings of the thesis reveal 

that the major implication with multiple principals in the anti-piracy fight is the legal 

implications they cause. With no international convention putting forward a legally binding 

set of regulations, the sector now encompass a myriad of regulations differing in thoroughness 

and embracement. The myriad of regulations has turned the industry into a legal headache, 

not only for the PSCs, but for the whole industry in general as there is a lack of fundamental 

laws effectively putting in place a concise set of operational mandates. Therefore, multiple 

principals governing the mandates of PSC in the anti-piracy fight does not only provide PSCs 

with an advantage of setting principals up against each other, it additional pose a risk to PSCs 

being faced with prosecution due to misinterpretation of their mandates. The current 

inconsistency within and between regulations, one can argue, is one of the most essential 

problems originating from the multiple principals governing PSCs operational mandates. 

Currently, the inconsistency is reflected in how regulations interpret PSCs weapon carriage, 

the right of innocent passage, jurisdictional rights, and how to act according to self-defense 

when facing a pirate threat.
299

  

Even though it has been put forward that there are a variety of actors regulating the operation 

of PSCs, a finding revealed from the various analyses, is that flag states possess the most vital 

role among the various regulative actors.  With flag states sitting on the final word as to 

authorizing the use of PSCs on board their flagged vessels, they also directly and indirectly 

possess the duty to make sure that the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is effectively 

regulated and does not create more harm than good. As demonstrated throughout the thesis, 

flag states are currently not taking on their important regulative role, as the findings reveal 

that the majority of regulations do not satisfactorily embrace the presence of PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight. Without states grasping their responsibility and providing an efficient set of 

regulations governing the industry, the consequence is a sector dominated by untrained 

“trigger-happy” guards generating potential risks for innocent seafarers.  
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Concerns related to the anti-piracy fight being faced with a sector of unqualified guards can 

no longer be overlooked. A clear warning signal has been sent out, as we have already been 

faced with incidents at sea as well as there has been raised notifications of concern from 

territorial states with regards to innocent seafarers becoming victims of PSCs reckless 

shooting.
300

 Here again, the findings of the thesis reveal that due to the lack of interest of 

states in producing regulations effectively controlling the various aspects related to PSCs 

operations, PSCs actions are not effectively monitored within the anti-piracy fight. Without 

states knowing what is happening at sea, PSCs are provided with the room to maneuver as 

they like. Not being able to ensure that PSCs are not shirking is unfortunate for a principal-

agent relationship where the state is successfully regulating PSCs.  Without effective 

monitoring mechanisms the agents’ ability to pursue their own institutional interest increase, 

meaning that the sector is governed by PSCs market interest instead of security aspects being 

at the forefront. With the actions of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight being placed far away from 

the watchful eyes of the media and other corporate oversight mechanisms, monitoring is an 

essential means in order to ensure that the companies hired are not posing a threat to innocent 

seafarers, but that they protect commercial vessels in an efficient and legitimate manner.
301

  

Consequently, there is a vital need for institutional change among the flag states towards a 

more responsible and consistent set of regulations which effectively regulate and monitor the 

presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. With states holding a responsibility to both regulate 

as well as follow up on illegal actions conducted on board their flagged vessels in 

international waters, they can’t continue avoiding their responsibility. This is in line with 

Thompson’s argument declaring that states cannot shirk their responsibility for nonstate 

violence conducted for private means.
 302

 If states are not changing tactics and effectively 

regulating the private security industry themselves, states can end up in unfortunate disputes 

over PSCs actions. If PSCs continues to be recognized for their important deterrent role in the 

anti-piracy fight, the regulation governing their operations should clarify that the success of 

the PSCs is built upon legitimate ways of operation.   

This thesis has demonstrated that the anti-piracy fight should not be fought single-handedly. 

With piracy being an international crime, the means to eradicate the presence of pirates should 
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be solved at the international level.
303

 Currently, there has not been any international 

cooperation with regards to putting in place binding regulations governing the presence of 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  This is unfortunate as the majority of problems governing the 

anti-piracy fight can be eradicated if states come together to create an international convention 

embracing topics such as monitoring, legal use of force and weapon carriage. Reaching an 

international set of agreements would not just eradicate the inconsistency between and within 

the current regulations; it would additionally lift the whole industry as the various concerns 

and implications surrounding the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight are interlinked. The 

linkages within the sector is reflected in Støbers previously mentioned four vital criteria’s for 

an effective principal- agent relationship; 1) Functional legal institutions creating binding 

rules and norms; (2) Effective markets with competition; (3) the contracts are specific and 

fixed and (4) there exists a functioning monitoring system.
304

 Illustratively, with the current 

regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight being blamed for not respecting the 

market interest of PSCs they are not functional to a satisfying degree. Their functionality is 

negatively affected by the lack of specific and fixed contracts which in turn hampers the 

regulations possibility to monitor the actions of PSCs.  This negative spiral can easily be 

changed as initiating improvements within one area will replicate positive connotations to the 

rest of the regulative aspects.  

Even though one can argue that reaching an international agreement can be a solution to the 

majority of problems raised within the findings of this thesis regarding how PSCs are 

regulated within the anti-piracy fight, it has to be reckoned that reaching an international 

agreement is a time consuming process. Hence, in the meantime, flag states can still do a 

much better job mitigating the current risks exposed through the current inadequate 

regulations. Without an international agreement in place, the regulations belonging to flag 

states will continue to be the root of the problem. The following section will highlight various 

aspects revealed throughout the study, which demonstrate the importance of putting pressure 

on the flag states when initiating regulative changes. The findings soon to be revealed play a 

role for further analyzes, discussions and the understanding of the regulations governing the 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. 
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Who governs who? 

The thesis has through various case studies effectively put forward that the relationship 

between PSCs and the principals governing their actions is not in an ideal position. With 

PSCs finding alternative ways of dealing with the various regulations governing their 

mandates, there is misconduct between PSCs and the principals governing their operation. 

According to Feaver, there is always a risk of shirking responsibility within a principal-agent 

relationship.
305

 The rise of floating armouries clearly demonstrates that shirking already 

occurs among the PSCs, as there are clear signs of weaknesses within the functional and 

rational goals. In regards to the functional goals, such as agent’s behavior in relation to the 

principals’ mandates, the floating armories demonstrate that agents are able to avoid the 

regulations by creating their own more convenient ways of operation. In regards to rational 

goals, such as whether the principals’ decisions are functional or not, the floating armories 

effectively demonstrate that they are not. With areas condemned as High Risk Areas also 

grasping states territorial sea, laws hindering vessels carrying PSCs with the right of innocent 

passage hampers the effectiveness of the industry.  

Weaknesses within rational aspects are put forward by Kinsey as problematic when regulating 

the private security industry. Kinsey argues that in order to effectively regulate PSCs, the 

business aspects of PSCs needs to be respected.
306

 Accordingly, there needs to be a balance 

between the interests of the principal and the agent, in order of the principal being able to 

maintain its regulative dominance.  With floating armories being an initiative put forward in 

order to effectives PSCs business by eliminating the chance of being faced with states heavy 

bureaucratic and unwelcoming laws, one can argue that the agents interests is not effectively 

reflected within the current regulations. Eisenhardt backs up Kinsey’s argument, as she 

believes that conflicting interests between the principal and agent is one of the biggest 

problems within an efficient principal-agent relationship. With territorial states and PSCs 

having different interest when it comes to the right of innocent-passage, there are tensions 

over conflicting interest within their relationship.   

Another aspect uncovered within the thesis which makes it unclear who governs who, is 

rooted in flag states putting the responsibility in the hands of vessel companies when it comes 
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to the procedures of quality checking and hiring PSCs.
307

 With flag states not knowing who is 

operating on their flagged vessel with a mandate to use lethal force, they are not only eroding 

their own ability to monitor the actions of PSCs, they are also jeopardizing the safety of 

innocent seafarers sailing in the pirate prone areas. Consequently, this is a problem that needs 

to be taken seriously by the flag states as illegitimate actions of PSCs can and demonstratively 

will, lead to diplomatic confrontations.
308

 Additionally, flag states’ own regulations of 

providing vessel companies with the responsibility of vetting PSCs favors the already 

growing dominance PSCs possess within the field. As put forward in the principal-agent 

theory, agents will always try to increase their dominance by creating an information 

asymmetry.
309

 Within the anti-piracy fight, PSCs have the possibility to create an information 

asymmetry when signing contracts.  This is rooted in PSCs’ own persuasion and marketing 

techniques playing a vital role in regards to the procedures of hiring. If states regulations 

continue in the same path, PSCs will continue to hold an important power position, making it 

unclear who governs who. Such a system leads to an unfortunate principal-agent relationship 

as the agent regains power over the principal.  

 

Weak wording: 

The wording of the various regulations has been demonstrated within the thesis to be an 

important aspect when evaluating the strength of the current regulations.
310

 As it has been put 

forward, the wording within the regulations should be improved in order to avoid confusion 

and misinterpretations. An important step towards eliminating the current loopholes within 

the regulations is to reach an internationally agreed standard for the operational mandates of 

PSCs.  Through strong and concise international regulations, one can avoid situations where 

PSCs legitimize their own actions through self-interpretations of the regulations. This is 

exemplified in the UK and US guidelines where PSCs are given the right to use lethal force 

when a situation is deemed as posing an imminent danger.
311

 Without effectively determining 

what an imminent danger is in a piracy context, the guidelines provide room for the PSCs to 

self-interpret what can be characterized as imminent. Not only is this weakening the authority 
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of states, it also generates a human concern as a self-interpretation of the right to use lethal 

force can have dramatic outcomes if not correctly initiated.  

As in relation with the concerns having been raised in regards to  multiple principals, where 

agents can set the different principals up against each other in order to increase their power, 

one can argue that the same is reflected internally when regulations have weak wording. In 

situations where the wording of the regulations lacks strength and accuracy, the agents have 

the possibility to use the wording within the document to favor their own interests and 

legitimize their actions. Consequently, inconsistency and weak insubstantial wording leads to 

a “war” built around words against words, as both parties can interpret the regulations into 

legitimizing their own actions. From the findings of this thesis one may argue that the current 

flaws within the wording of regulations have been in favor of the PSCs as they can use the 

wording of the documents to operate more freely 

 

Territorial states 

It can be deemed as evident that it is the territorial states’ regulations that are the root of the 

problem when discussing the obstructing scenarios related to innocent passage. But as 

revealed throughout this study, the decision of territorial states to be careful with permitting 

weapons into their own territory can be grounded in what is seen as a needed protective 

measure. With their demonstratively being a lack of substantive regulations evolving from 

flag states, one can presume that territorial states find it necessary for the safety of their own 

seafarers that their borders are unwelcome for foreign vessels sailing with PSCs. With states 

such as Yemen, Oman and India already having raised notifications of concern regarding the 

safety of their own seafarers, the unwelcoming territorial regulations one can argue are there 

for a reason.
312

 Hence, one can therefore put forward that territorial states are not the only 

ones to blame for the unwelcoming laws and the rise of floating armouries. Accordingly, if 

the unwelcoming laws of territorial states are a result of flag states lack of encompassing 

regulations, the responsibility is multilayered. This reflects that the solution to the problem 

needs to be dealt with through collaboration at a regional or international level.  

Cooperation through an internationally agreed set of laws does not seem unreachable. First of 

all, when looking at what UNCLOS determines as eliminating ones right of innocent passage, 
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the operation of PSCs is not embraced.
313

 The only ability states possess to eliminate the right 

of innocent passage is provided in paragraph 19 (2) of UNCLOS, 
314

 where states hold the 

right to make laws as long as they do not violate international law. Accordingly, if UNLCOS 

include PSCs with the right of innocent passage within their laws, territorial states no longer 

withholds the right to eliminate PSCs right of innocent passage. Secondly, reaching an 

international agreement does not seem impossible as similar agreements have already been 

made previously. This is exemplified through the agreements within the laws of UNCLOS 

providing vessels carrying nuclear weapons the right of innocent passage as long as they 

follow international requirements.
315

 If one manages to implement such a system in relation to 

the private security industry, one can erode problems originating from the lack of uniformity 

between states regulations. Not only does it help eliminate hampering regulations initiating 

illegitimate actions, it also improves the operational quality, as companies are bound under an 

international set of laws holding internationally agreed minimum standards. In any case, the 

need for a solution in regards to PSCs right to innocent passage is highly needed, as the 

floating armouries are a ticking bomb which needs to be addressed.  

 

Self- defense 

With self-defense being the root of the operational mandate of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, it 

is rather shocking that flag states have not articulated clear rules regarding how to legally 

respond to a pirate attack. Not only is it problematic that flag states are not articulating clear 

rules, the additional lack of uniformity between regulations makes the whole industry become 

more imprecise.
316

 The legal complexity is effectually demonstrated as PSCs can be hired by 

one state, operate on a vessel from another state, and repel a pirate attack in a third state, 

where the offenders are from an additional state. Leander’s characterization of the regulations 

governing PSCs as being “fragmentary, contradictory and incomplete” seems to be of 

relevance within the regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. With the anti-piracy 

fight being rooted in an international context, the lack of uniformity generates legal 

implications for the PSCs and their operational mandates. Illustratively, there is a clear 

operational difference between the US guidelines stating that deadly force may be used when 
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there is reason to believe that there is an imminent danger,
 317

 to the Norwegian guidelines 

putting forward that the use of force should be avoided whenever possible and that firing 

shots at a person is only permitted when there is no other alternative.
 318

 With it being 

universal agreed that PSCs are only permitted to act according to self-defense, there should 

also be initiated an universal minimum standard for how to repeal a pirate attack according to 

self-defense.  

What raises an additional concern is that the US, which has a long history of using PSCs and 

has encouraged flag states to introduce PSCs to the anti-piracy fight, has not dedicated a 

greater emphasis to its own regulations.
319

 Accordingly, the USA with its important 

hegemonic and influential power should not just encourage the use of PSCs within the anti-

piracy fight without thinking about the fundamental aspects securing an efficient and 

legitimate business. This claim is not only applicable for the USA, as the other flag states 

have also provided PSCs with the right to act according to self-defense, without effectively 

regulating what is meant by self-defense. This contradiction is demonstrated within the 

Norwegian and Danish regulations. Even though both states were reluctant to the idea of 

introducing PSCs to the anti-piracy fight as they were afraid of an increase in violence, the 

fear seems to have disappeared, as they have both authorized the presence of PSCs without 

effectively following up their concern within their own regulations.
320

 With the international 

community already faced with scenarios where armed guards have acted questionably, a 

warning light has been given that even though the actions take place far away from ones 

territory, one cannot avoid dealing with it.  With the myriad of jurisdiction present in the anti-

piracy fight, the need to increase the cooperation and uniformity between the various 

regulations is of great importance, especially when it comes to fundamental aspects such as 

defining the core of PSCs operational mandate, namely how to repel a pirate attack according 

to self-defense. 

 

Weapon carriage  

An important aspect related to the role of PSCs has been demonstrated within this study to be 

rooted in their permission to use weapons in self-defense. Therefore, it is of high significance 
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that flag states effectively regulate weapons within the anti-piracy fight as weapons are the 

source to many of the previously discussed findings. This is exemplified within the findings 

related to the right of innocent passage, floating armouries and questions concerning the 

legitimate use of force when repelling a pirate attack. Accordingly, through efficient and 

uniformly agreed laws governing the carriage of weapons, one can eradicate the root of many 

of the other concerns originating from the current regulations governing PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight.  This explicitly means that regulations, such as the ones belonging to the USA, 

where arms obtained abroad are not bound under the regulations of weapon carriage, need to 

be removed.
321

 Consequently, when states clearly state that they do not regulate weapons 

obtained abroad, they directly los an important monitoring mechanism affecting their control 

over PSCs.  In order for states to maintain their dominance over the PSCs, it is imperative that 

states take on the lead role and work together towards developing clear and concrete rules 

regarding weapon carriage when sailing in the anti-piracy fight. Putting in place a regulative 

system where vessels register and identify the different weapons used on board, will help 

improve states’ own monitoring mechanisms which in turn increase the legitimacy if the 

industry in the future.  

 

Prosecution 

As the findings of the study has exposed, the current system does not only lack mechanisms to 

grasp the legal use of force in self-defense, there is also a need for improvements concerning 

jurisdictional aspects. This amplifies the concern that the principals are not effectively 

regulating the agents within the anti-piracy fight. As Feaver argues, the best way to avoid 

shirking is through efficient systems of monitoring and punishment.
322

 With the principals in 

the anti-piracy fight demonstratively not having any of these regulative means fully in place, 

the regulations dominance over the PSCs is negatively affected. The flaws within the current 

regulations governing PSCs have been exemplified through the incident in Yemen and the 

YouTube video.
323

 Not only do these case-studies demonstrate the lack of interest by states in 

what is happening far away from their borders, it also puts forward that the current monitoring 

mechanism is not adequately in place. Had states possessed good monitoring mechanisms 
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within their regulations making it easy to follow the actions of PSCs, incidents would not just 

end up being based on words against words.  

It has to be reckoned that there have been cases, such as the Enrica Lexie where armed guards 

have faced legal proceedings for their actions of killing two innocent Indian fishermen. The 

incident demonstrates that shooting based on wrong interpretations can face punishment.
324

 

Even though the Enrica Lexie case brings hope that wrongdoings at sea will not continue 

being overseen, one can argue that the regulations still have some way to go. With the 

demonstrated weaknesses within the current regulations, it is more likely that the Enrica Lexie 

is of the rarity then the new common trend.  Nevertheless, the Enrica Lexie has been a 

positive contribution towards raising awareness for strengthening the current regulations 

governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight for two reasons. First of all, it has raised awareness 

about the presence of armed guards in the anti-piracy fight and the importance of efficient 

regulations embracing their operational mandates. Secondly, with their having been heavy 

disputes between India and Italia regarding jurisdictional rights rooted in disagreements of 

whether the incidents took place at the high sea or in territorial waters, the case has 

demonstrated the need for more focus at the international arena towards embracing the new 

legal field of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight.  

The punishment of the wrongdoings of PSCs is not all rooted in lack of monitoring as one can 

also argue that the current lack of interest among states to raise trials against PSCs is rooted in 

the current blurriness of who holds the right and obligation of investigating a case. In order to 

avoid scenarios in the future where PSCs actions can lead to diplomatic confrontations 

according to disputes over who has the right to prosecute and who should take on the duty to 

prosecute, one can put in place an international set of agreements defining states’ obligations. 

Such a system has already been put in place on land, as states have entered into Status of 

Force Agreements (SOFA).
325

 A SOFA agreement varies, but in general it is a treaty between 

two states where states have agreed that crimes committed by their own military forces in a 

foreign country will be held liable for prosecution within the military’s home state.
326

 For 

example, US military guards operating in Afghanistan will face legal proceedings in the US 

for their actions committed in Afghanistan. So far, the SOFA agreement has only been subject 
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to military personnel acting for the state, meaning that currently, PSCs who are condemned as 

private citizens are not subject to this legislation. Even though PSCs are private actors, putting 

in place similar agreements in the anti-piracy fight can be an important means as it eliminates 

situations where no state takes on the responsibility of investigating a case. Even though the 

implementation of a SOFA agreements does not eliminate that there will continue to be 

hidden numbers regarding reckless shooting, it will, on the other hand help legitimate the 

industry as states have a clearer responsibility to ensure that guards will be held accountable 

for their actions. A SOFA agreement, or even better, an international agreement concerning 

both the use of force in self-defense and jurisdictional rights, should be a strong pull-factor 

initiating more cooperation. 

 

“Soft Laws” 

The non-binding guidelines, such as the ones belonging to IMO have demonstrated to have an 

influence within how PSCs are regulated. This is effectively demonstrated through how the 

Danish government has mainly relied on the various IMO guidelines when it comes to 

regulating the operational mandates of PSCs.
327

 With the IMO having a reciprocal 

relationship with a variety of flag states regulations, one need to recognize their role within 

the sector as it can be a source leading to more uniformity.
328

 But at the same time, if IMO is 

going to have an overall positive contribution it is in need of institutional change. First of all, 

the various guidelines put forward needs to be stricter and not provide room for flag states to 

maneuver according to their own preferences. If the IMO is going to be a source eliminating 

the current inconsistency, it can’t continue emphasizing state self-interpretations, but rather 

guide states effectively into the same path. Secondly, with IMO being a well-recognized 

maritime organisation, it can be an important arena initiating international cooperation and 

meetings where the different actors can meet and discuss the current regulative issues. 

Conferences and working groups are important arenas for dialogue and raising awareness in 

regards to the need for stronger and more uniform regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight.
329
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The Rules for the Use of Force (RUF)
330

 and the ISO
331

 standards are both relatively new 

within the field, revealing that it is too early to interpret their strength in regards to initiating 

change. On the other hand, the topics the ISO standards and the RUF touch upon have 

throughout the thesis been demonstrated as areas in drastic need of improvement. While the 

RUF does not have much power in its current form, as its impact is fully dependent on flag 

states acknowledgment, the ISO standards on the other hand possess a stronger position. This 

is rooted in the ISO standards being built upon a system of accreditation directed towards the 

PSCs and not mainly the flag state as the RUF does. With PSCs operating at the global market 

facing competition from other companies, meeting the ISO standards is an important 

trademark highlighting the chances of survival. Not only will the implementation of ISO 

standards be an important trademark for the PSCs, it is additional a vital aspect needed within 

states regulations. If the regulations demand that the hired guards need to meet the ISO 

standards, they can eliminate the presence of “cowboy” companies which in turn decrease the 

chances of companies shirking.  With PSCs working towards meeting the ISO standards, the 

vessel companies will no longer have to conduct quality checks as it has already been 

conducted by professionals.  

With a lack of states encompassing their important regulative role governing PSCs in the anti-

piracy fight, one can argue that what the sector needs to fill in the missing unit is the inclusion 

of a vetting system. According to Singer and Kinsey, a vetting system is an ideal source 

helping lift the regulations governing PSCs.
332

 Building on the concept of the ISO standards, 

the notion of including a vetting system conducted by third parties can help secure the overall 

strength of the regulations governing PSCs.  Examples of companies that can be introduced as 

third parties are insurance companies and risk consulting companies. The vetting procedures 

does not have to restrict itself to only conduct quality checks of companies, it can additionally 

be an important contributor towards controlling aspects such as the contracts between PSCs 

and vessel companies and ensure that the vessels hold the needed standards for carrying PSCs. 

In addition, they can keep records, establish datasets and collect information regarding 

companies as well as happenings at sea which has a direct link to the operation of PSCs. The 

inclusions of  professional third parties can be an important source helping legitimate the  

binding-regulations governing PSCs in the anti-piracy fight as they invoke a more transparent 
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sector where at least the problems rooted within shirking is eliminated. Even though including 

a vetting system is not a solution to all the problems within the current regulations governing 

PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, it is an important measure in the right direction. Despite the fact 

that the introduction of privately hired third parties affects state’s role as the major principal 

within the regulative relationship with PSCs, it can be argued as a highly needed security 

measure until states grasp their role and effectively regulate and monitor the PSCs through 

their own mechanisms.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 

 

Introduction 

The overall aim of the research has been to advance an understanding of the presence of PSC 

in the anti-piracy fight. This has been done by identifying and exploring different outcomes 

and scenarios originating from the multitude of regulations governing the operational arena of 

PSC on board vessels.  In order to deepen the understanding of the problem statement, 

different case studies have been included throughout this thesis. This is exemplified by the 

examinations of the regulations belonging to four flag states that have accepted the presence 

of PSCs on board their flagged vessels. With the previous chapter having discussed the 

different findings of this thesis, it is now time to revisit the research objective, summarize the 

findings and provide concluding remarks based on the findings. The structure of this chapter 

intends to reflect whether the objectives of the study have been met.  

 

Research objectives: summary of findings and conclusions 

By having analyzed the regulations governing PSCs from different perspectives, such as 

through “soft laws”, territorial states, flag states and UNCLOS the findings of this thesis 

reveal that today, PSCs are not effectively regulated within the anti-piracy fight. With PSCs 

being an important actor in deterring pirate attacks, this is unfortunate for the further 

legitimacy of the industry. With their currently being weaknesses within states own 

regulations as well as lack of harmonization between states regulations, the current industry 

consist of a complex network where the principal is not efficiently controlling the agent. 

Without states regulations effectively being reflected in how PSCs operate, states los one of 

their most important regulative aspects, namely the ability to monitor the industry. Therefore, 

if one is about to fallow the same track where state sits on the responsibility of regulating 

PSCs, there is a need of institutional change where states acknowledge their important role of 

regulating the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. Without states embracing their important 

responsibility by clearly and effectively regulating and monitoring PSCs, the outcome will 

backfire on the international community. Unfortunately, this is not just a warning as PSCs are 
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currently not only safeguarding ships against pirates; they are also posing an additional threat 

to the safety of innocent seafarers. 

The introduction of PSC to the anti-piracy fight has demonstrated to be a worthy one, as they 

provide an immediate deterrence when facing a pirate attack. Unfortunately, the positive 

contribution can easily be reversed as states are not grasping their responsibility in acquiring 

that the companies hired are qualified and act lawfully. With currently no system securing the 

quality of companies taking on missions in the anti-piracy fight, the positivism related to the 

industry will suffer. In order to effectively and functionally regulate the PSCs, it has been 

demonstrated that it is of high relevance to know the case-specific aspects related to the field 

one intend to regulate. With the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight being bound under 

regulations obstructing their operational mandates, the industry has seen the rise of 

unfortunate scenarios such as floating armouries. Floating armouries does not only 

demonstrate weakness within the current regulations due to PSCs ability to avoid regulations, 

it additionally demonstrates the current knowledge gap within the sector as there is a 

mismatch in awareness between those making regulations and the actual arena they intend to 

regulate.  

As piracy is an international concern, it should be fought through international coordination. 

In the case of the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight, this implies that their deterrent 

role should be regulated through an adequate set of standards defining their mandates. 

Already existing institutions such as IMO and UNCLOS holds a suitable position for hosting 

and initiating coordinative efforts within the sector. As demonstrated throughout the study, 

continuing in the same path where states create their own rules is not a legitimate and efficient 

way of regulating the industry. This is rooted in states not fully withholding their regulative 

dominance within their relationship with PSCs. Without state putting forward regulations that 

are thorough, as well as support their own chances of monitoring and punishing, they are 

providing the PSCs with the ability to shirk and increase their own power position. Even 

though reaching an international agreement is difficult and time-consuming, small steps 

towards an agreement are of great importance for the whole sector. Illustratively, as the 

different case-specific aspects discussed throughout the thesis are interlinked, sufficient 

international agreements within one area will replicate a positive contribution to the overall 

business.  
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Even though an international set of agreements is desired, it has to be reckoned that it is a 

time consuming process. Accordingly, another contributor of significance which can help 

improve the current regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight is including third 

parties which can conduct different quality checks within the industry. By outsourcing duties 

such as quality checking PSCs etc., to insurance companies or risk consulting companies the 

industry can improve and legitimize the presence of PSCs in the anti-piracy fight. For states, 

this would be an important contributor helping ensure that the PSCs in operation hold the 

needed qualifications. Eliminating the presence of “cowboy” companies will increase the 

legitimization of the industry and increase the chance of a sector built around sincere actions.   

With the presence of international naval fleets currently only holding an operational mandate 

to the end of December 2014,
333

 the role of PSCs is likely to increase in significance. If we 

are to face a rise in piracy originating from Somalia after 2014, seeking protection from PSCs 

is an immediate obtained protective measure compared to the prolonged procedure related to 

putting in place international mandated naval fleets. Therefore, with PSCs likely continuation 

within the field depending on the frequency of pirate attacks, establishing solid regulations 

governing the operation of PSC today, will help set a higher level of professionalism favoring 

future generations. It should be notified as a concluding remark, that PSCs are not a long term 

solution eliminating the source initiating piracy. With the real problems of piracy being rooted 

within the borders of Somalia, PSC are only a deterrent actor and not an answer to the origin 

of the problem.  
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Appendix 1: Interview Guide 

 

The subsequent section is a list of the general topic of the questions asked. They were all adapted 

according to the interview object.  

1. Do you mind telling me about your experience/knowledge/work with PSCs in the anti-piracy 

fight? 

2. How would you describe the current regulations governing the PSCs in the anti-piracy fight? 

3. How is the current cooperation/partnership between states/other vessels/maritime industries in 

regards to effectively regulating the PSCs? 

4. Do you consider the presence of PSC as a potential threat for the safety of other 

seafarers/pirates? 

5. What is your opinion on the industries self-regulative initiatives (ISO, RUF, IMO, etc)? 

6. Do you have personal experience /possess any knowledge about floating armouries? 

7.  Do you have/know of any specific rules/procedures you fallow before and during a journey 

with PSCs?   

8. How would you characterize states ability to monitor PSCs actions at sea? 

9. What is your experience/knowledge of introducing more weapons to the anti-piracy fight? 
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Appendix 2: Letter from Yemen 
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Appendix 3: Letter from Norway 
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Appendix 4: Notification of concern India 
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Appendix 5: Report of incident in Yemen, 

Norwegian Maritime Authorities 
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